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Invitation to an Execution
Invitation to an Execution PROTEST AGAINST FEES INCRASES AND CUTS IN THE BURSARY

RALLY PIGEON PARK WED. LUNCH TIME FOR THE TRAIL OF THE MINISTER! OF EDUCATION.
US - MARCH AGAINST DISCRIMINATORY FEES -FRIDAY

Executive By-Elections

Man Vice President

Alan Phillips
Photo of Alan Phillips

I am the incumbent Man Vice-President. Appointed at SRC, the constitution reqries I now stand for
election.
• my sole interest is in campus life. I think campus should be an enjoyable place. An example of my

handiwork is the Victoria Club. Since SRC is making many students angry, I will also have some interest
in its reform.

• I will show very little interest in other areas, including bursaries and education cuts fightback, as there are
many active in the field already, but few in the above field.

Like so many of the Executive, I have found the job tiring, emotionally draining, and demanding of time.
Therefore I stand on a much reduced platform this time. While I will work quite hard in the above area, I will
not go beyond it.

If you think your Man Vice President should have a wider sphere of activity than this, I recommend to you,
in all seriousness, to vote for another candidate.

Paul McHugh
Photo of Paul McHugh

I am a 4th year law student and have held office in law student organizations for for the past 3 years. I was
[unclear: actively ved] with Orientation this year [unclear: org] the Drinking Horn and Chunder [unclear: Mr]
well as helping with hops during [unclear: the].

The social life on campus this [unclear: year] not been the best. I would make [unclear: he][unclear: rity]
to remedy that with more [unclear: hope][unclear: cials], revitalization of SASRAC [unclear: and a] Capping
week' at the beginning [unclear: of the] term - a last bash before finals [unclear: invo] and a Beer Festival.

Although I see the position as [unclear: been] 'social' one matters of direct [unclear: conern] student would
also receive my [unclear: attent] - active support e.g. Education [unclear: Fight] campaign, catering and
assessment.

It is believed that the 'social' [unclear: and][unclear: cal'] aspects of the Association [unclear:
work][unclear: tually] exclusive. That is rubbish. [unclear: The] political affiliations or axe to grind [unclear:
a][unclear: lieve] that I can represent you well [unclear: he litically'] and, more important so [unclear: far]
MVP position is concerned, socially.

John Penney
Photo of John Penney

Democracy means decisions made By the people For the people. But at Victoria most students are not
involved in the decision process. SRC as a platform for student representation is not working: few students
attend. Some are excluded (part-timers) most are too busy. Decisions are made by the few who will sacrifice
academic committments for active politics which often have little to do with the real, general concerns of
students. These people must have the right to voice their concerns but it is ludicrous to assume that 100 students
can make majority decisions for 6,000.

I believe that this situation must be changed so that all participate in decisions for the common good and all



may have their voices heard.
If I am elected I will:

• Maintain and improve awareness of students general concerns and work with others for the common
good.

• Work hard on such issues as education cuts, bursaries, workloads, assessment and the cafeteria.
• Endevour to establish a means for all to participate in decision making.
• Seek the modification of, or if necessary abolition of SRC to this end.
• Ensure that students are well-informed and know what is going on.

Cultural Affairs Officer
Martin Eadie
Photo of Martin Eadie
I am a stage 3 biochemistry student, having been at Victoria for 2½ years and Otago for 1 year.
At the beginning of the year I was involved in Orientation - with this involvement giving me some

understanding of the running of concerts in particular. I feel it is vital that there is a strong social and cultural
life on campus, right throughout the year - not just for the Orientation and capping period.

The position of Cultural Affairs includes a number of responsibilities - one that is particularly import is the
co-ordinaition of The various cultural clubs. To raise the full potential of cultural life it is essential that the
clubs are active and participate.

At Victoria, there is a lot of scope to improve cultural life, and this is the main reason I am standing.
I do not see the position on the exec. as a political one, but I do believe every exec. member has a

responsibility to students to get involved in such vital issues as bursaries, and at the moment the Education
Fightback campaign.

Finally, I have enough time and committment necessary to ensure that my job as cultural affairs officer will
be carried out responsibly.

Secretary

Margaret [unclear: Underword]
I am a third year arts student with a interest in the well-being of our [unclear: asso] I am concerned that it

functions [unclear: eff] as a representative body for [unclear: students]
This year I am a S.R.C. rep on [unclear: the] sub-committee where I have been [unclear: to] very hard to

get improvements to [unclear: the] ditions and the food in the cafe.
Since John Hebenton's resignation a ago I have been interim secretary [unclear: of] sociation and have

gained [unclear: experience] knowledge of what the job entails.
The secretary plays a mainly [unclear: admini] part in the association such as check nutes of SRC and

Exec. meetings [unclear: an][unclear: ising] with office staff. It is a very [unclear: in][unclear: tant] position
for the smooth [unclear: running] association. With fewer hours of [unclear: var] work this year, I will be able
to [unclear: put] time required for the job to be done.

SRC Coordinate

Heather Worth
I am a 1st year Law and 2nd year student majoring in sociology. I [unclear: trar][unclear: red] from

Auckland University at the ginning of this year and since that [unclear: be] been actively involved in student
[unclear: after] at Victoria.

I am a student representative [unclear: on f][unclear: serial] Board, am on the Cultural [unclear: aft]
Committee, helped on the Capping [unclear: Committee] and am extremely involved [unclear: in][unclear:
cation] Fightback.

I feel that SRC Coordinator is [unclear: a][unclear: sition.]
SRCs are the official policy [unclear: makes] of the Students Association. It is [unclear: the] of the SRC

Coordinator to see that a [unclear: dents] have the opportunity and [unclear: the] express their opinions and
cast [unclear: their.]

I have real concern for student [unclear: at] the time to devote myself to them.



Welfare Officer

Bob Wallace
Tins is my 2nd year at Varsity, previously I have been involved in both bursary campaigns and participated

in other areas of Union activity.
Welfare services are in serious danger of being reduced, (particularly the creche service), or of students

being asked to subsidise them up to 75% of rec. centre costs.)
In the light of these dangers the job of the welfare office is very important. I see the job as two-fold;

obviously we cannot accept reductions in present welfare services and I will work to ensure that action is taken
to prevent any such reduction. Also we must look to expanding our welfare services in the future, particularly in
the field of dental fees, this also I shal endeavour to do.

I am confident that I can handle the responsibilities of this position, but only by combined action and
vigorous student participation in the various fightback campaigns will we achieve any degree of success.

Vote Elect Your Exec

Wed. 13 & Thur. 14#9·00-6·00

What the Capitalists Think...
Muldoon is been to open up New [unclear: zealand] to foreign investment. It appears [unclear: there's]

really not going to have that much [unclear: ch] Reprinted below is the text of [unclear: Da-][unclear:
Hunebelle's] International Letter. The [unclear: an] authoritative business circular, [unclear: high-][unclear:
urded] in top business government and [unclear: italic] circles was part of the briefing [unclear: for] the
top-level German delegation listed here recently.

[unclear: de] from being a clear statement of the [unclear: des] of those who control the large [unclear:
tran-][unclear: nal] companies, the letter is an [unclear: interes-][unclear: omment] on Muldoon's handling of
the [unclear: economy.] His bumbling doesn't even [unclear: satis-][unclear: ase] whose interests he claims to
[unclear: repre-][unclear: and] his half measures are not going to [unclear: the] problems of the economy.

Dear Sir,

[unclear: is] appropriate at this time, when the [unclear: of] a third world war is worrying more [unclear:
more] people, that we should look at New Zealand.

[unclear: r] without a doubt New Zealand would [unclear: best] place to be in a nuclear holocaust,
[unclear: winds] would blow the fall-out away the equator back into the northern [unclear: he][unclear: ere.]
New Zealand and Patagonia, as [unclear: two] places nearest Antartica would have [unclear: the est] chance of
survival............

In my opinion the Prime Minister is too sanguine about the facts of New Zealand's international position
(see the article on page 8.) I expect to see pressure from international bankers forcing reforms before the
situation is lost......

Don't be put off by the government's instransigent attitude towards multinationals in search of energy......
Things will get worse until the Government summons the strength to reconstruct the economy......
Soon the government will be forced to a more reasonable attitude towards [unclear: companies] with the

ability to find and use energy ....To me, it is nearly certain that New Zealand has oil in quantities enough to
make it an exporter; it will be forced to offer terms that make it attractive to prospect......

Apart from benefiting from one of the best climates for temperate agriculture in the world and its reserves
of energy, New Zealand also contains the largest plantations of pine in the world (they boast that Pinus Radiata
grows quicker in New Zealand than in any other part of the world) - and thanks to its economic decline,
probably the cheapest white-skinned and educated labour force......



Although everybody agrees that the solution to New Zealand's troubles lies in restructuring of the economy,
I doubt whether Mr Muldoon will have the strength to enforce the necessary measures. His main ambition is to
be re-elected for the third time in 1981, and for this he depends on the votes of the middle-income suburbanites
who are just the people who will be most hurt in the short [unclear: run] by reform......

Even their immigration policies are stricter than Australia's. It's definitely a "white New Zealand" policy
apart of course from the Maoris, who are now recovering their numbers after nearly dying out in the 19th
century (when the British imposed their sovereignty in 1840)......

New Zealand's reputation among multinationals is low after some maladroit attempts by the government to
get the better of the foreigner......

ICI, Ford, General Motors, Dalgety's, are all there in New Zealand, and not to supply the local market. The
cheap labour makes it worth manufacturing in New Zealand to supply the Australian market with those goods
that have escaped the quotas that make the plans for an Australian-New Zealand free-trade area a shambles......

Despite the opposition of the government. I advise you to explore the possibility if buying a minority share
in a New Zealand finance house. Follow the example of Chase; find a sleeping partner. (In New Zealand, it
would be difficult to find a banker who was not asleep.) There is a desperate lack of banking know-how and
you would find companies beating a path to your door......

Wait for the big crunch before buying assets, buildings, land, hotels. There is a future for tourism in New
Zealand, but as present building costs are too high; wait for them to fall......

Remember to send a sporting man to New Zealand; it's the only subject of conversation......
For further information and contact, please write to Danielle Hunebelle's International Letter.
...CONTINUED FROM ISSUE TO JOE SPUTNIK AND THE MYSTERY OF... RAVIOLI'S FATHER

EPISODE ELLEVEN "A BIG DPLASH" LLING FROM THE CY, JOE AND HIS MRADES HUTRTLE
THEIR DOOM Oh cruel fate! FATE-SHMATE! JUST MIND OUT FOR BROKEN GLASS! What the... OUT
OF THE FRYING PAN... Welcome a board m'hearties! nice day for a swim! CONTINUED...

Sincerely yours,

Danielle Hunebelle

Salient Notes
"Pssst........have you tried.........Salient Offal Delights

Kitchen........slurrp............guzzle.....tiny-barely-audible-burp......" the ecstatic words of one [unclear: ayvo]
student to a [unclear: nuther].

"Iced heart on a stick! Tripe sundae!.. ........."chime Grant Gillette and Michelle A'Court, their beatific grins
attracting the thousands from behind their counter.

"Er, I'll 'av two liverwurst milkshakes and make 'em thick" grumbles Jessica Wilson on her way through to
the back.

Would you believe it — under the tyrannical leadership of Peter gutless-wonder Beach and his co-director
Andrew stamping-ground Beach, Salient has been drastically transformed into a glossy new offal burger bar "to
raise money for the education guts campaign of course". Chef-Andrew tells us in all sincerity with that familiar
maniacal glint of the eye.

"Keen those orders coming! And fast!" [unclear: he] roars and kicks Andrew McCallum's prostate form
into the waste-master.

"oh no, not another" screeches Victoria Quade squeezing Leonie Morris in her floury hands, in a fit of rage.
"I needed him for my kidney and brain pie. Oh well, you two'll have to do" and Glup! *.......wriggling Heather
Worth and Helen Aikman are slapped in between the sheets of pastry and popped into the [unclear: oven.]

In a far corner Geoff Adams and Simon Wilson are trying to make offal chocolates in between giggling and
then blacking out in each other's arms through severe loss of blood. Harrassed and over-wrought, Mark Wilson
desperately tries to block up the holes with chunks of Graeme Robertson's leg muscles.

"More of ze herbs" hisses Chef-Beach at an unlucky Virginia Adams making her first attempt at Kentucky
fried pancreas. She starts violently, chokes on her tongue, and crumples in a quivering heap at Lorraine
Wilson's feet. "Oh the poor wee lamb." Sarda Nana Croons and Andrew Ross tries to shove the limp form up
his jersey. "You try to hide someone from me?" Chef-Beach detects the extra pair of danling legs.

A tug and Tim Rochford is ordered to take her away for the Chefs' Special Combination offal pate. And its



off with the Chefs to [unclear: s] woop on Kathy Marr, Stephen A'Court and Fergus Barrowman coughing over
their batch of newly baked tongue cookies. "We've done foo sir, but we're run out of tongue sir" stammers
Fergus nervously twisting his apron. Nigel Parry rushes off to find some more and arm in arm the Beach chefs
de cuisine wander out to beam at their speechless customers.

That Salient Menu is published by the Victoria University of Wellington Students Association (Fast Food
Division), Private Bag Wellington and printed by [unclear: Wangnui] Newspapers Ltd, Drews Ave, Wanganui.

Film Preview

Annie Hall - Tuesday 12
Woody Aliens best, funniest and most personal film. Based on his relationship with Dianne Keaton, Annie

Hall brings out the most introspective, insecure and yet arrogant Woody Allen seen on film. The honesty and
personal revelations alone would make this a rather embarrassing piece of introspection but Allen's humour and
Diane Keaton's superb performance make this one of the best American films in years. It's won lots of awards
and deserved every one.

The Sting - Wednesday 13
The best of the Robert Redford / Paul Newman movies. To describe it is to spoil it, and to see it is to love

it. It's directed by Roy Hill, very classy it may be, but's it not art, but what do you expect?

Corso Action Week
Corso P.O. Box 9716 49 Courtenay Place, ph 859-585

Top of the Week

On the Environment
Mr Venn Young the Minister for the Environment recently released a press statement outlining the ways in

which he proposes to deal with the forthcoming public submissions on the Whirinaki Forest Management plan.
The [unclear: ]] plan represents the way in which the Forestry Service and others involved on the commercial
side of the fence will be allowed to fleece the forest over the next few years. For the public, their submissions
are an opportunity to influence the Minister in his final decision as to the degree of exploitation versus other
non-commercial user that ought to be reflected in the plan that he finally adopts.

In his statement the Minister explained that while the public's submissions would be given due
consideration, there were overwhelming considerations, that apparently the. Forest Service had put before him.
These representations have led him to believe that the Old Fort Road (a major area of con concern) contained
the only remaining source of carvable wood. Further it is claimed the only way in which the alleged contractual
responsibilities of the Government to a local mill could be fullfilled would be by the wholesale destruction of
this unique habitat area.

It can only be felt by those close to the issue that once more the Minister has been poorly advised by his
department, in this case the Forestry Service. It has been shown by many informed people that the allegations
the Minister has been asked to act upon, are simply not true. Bodies such as the as the Native Forest Action
Council, the Environment and Conservation Organisations and the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society are
calling for more open decision-making. They want to allow New Zealanders to view the issues that are involved
in these decisions.

Under the same bracket must come the recent decision taken in America regarding the entry of nuclear
vessels or vessels with nuclear attachments into New York harbour.

The question that this raises, is whether New Zealand should not carefully reappraise its current policy of
allowing g the visits of some nuclear vessels in the light of public safety considerations.

The Prime Minister's answer to this suggestion was, firstly that he had information (unknown to American



Embassy ofiicals) that the decision in the States had been taken because they felt that there were problems with
radical terrorist groups.

Secondly, Mr Muldoon maintained New Zealand had built up its internal security to a level that supposedly
surpassed that of the United States, and that therefore we would not have to worry about the problems that
might arise in America. It would seem that either Mr Muldoon was trying to draw one of his all too familar red
herring veils over the issue or that he seriously was maintaining that New Zealand leads the world in matters of
security. Given that the exact business and activities of the Security Intelligence Service are now beyond public
discussion we can only take the word of the Prime Minister that we have such a fine intelligence service.

These are not however the true reasons for the American's decisions. If we are to believe offical
spokespeople the factors that influenced their thinking were more along the lines of a true regard for public
safety. Perhaps the evnts surrounding Three Mile Island (the USA reactor that tried to [unclear: explode]
recently) and the disclosures that followed about other similar occurances that had beer dealt with secretly,
were issues that brought the Americans to their humane reasoning.

If the American's will not trust their own nuclear devices near their settlements, many are asking, why
should New Zealander be asked by the National Government to to accept what is now unacceptable to the
Foreign Power in question.

However nuclear risk is not the [unclear: only] desirable element being presently [unclear:
important][unclear: ed] by the Government on shaky [unclear: Envir][unclear: mental] grounds. The
Ammonia-[unclear: Urea] that is proposed to be placed near [unclear: Kap] has a history that is just as full of
[unclear: intri] and fanciful decisions at Govemmental level as those already mentioned. [unclear: Without]
any prior consultation the Minister [unclear: of] Energy announced that we were to [unclear: buy] a plant, and
then insisted that there be [unclear: up] hold-ups to the installation, ignoring the accepted Environmental
Vetting [unclear: Process]

The reasons' for the purchase are still a matter of wild debate, however the basis for the Minister's demand
that [unclear: the] plant not be vetted are not so [unclear: mysterious] The model that the government has
[unclear: comm] ted itself to became defunct and [unclear: superce] in 1968 because at that time no country
[unclear: in] the world was prepared to accept the [unclear: effect] and other discharge issue by the plant in its
day-to-day running. The plant will however make use of the Governmeat's [unclear: that] of the Maui gas field,
a problem that has been facing the government as an embarasing blunder of planning.

Perhaps the time has come for New Zealand and to be governed along the lines of [unclear:
informe][unclear: ed] decision-making, rather than the not [unclear: so] fancy faltering footwork that is
apparent [unclear: at] the moment.
Paul Norman

Bottom of the Week

Where do Babies Come From
Auckland Today (PA) - Men could become pregnant and give brith to healthy babies.
The birth of the miracle Martin baby at National Womens Hospital Tuesday has made one doctor think

pregnancy in men is theoretically possible".
Evening Post (18-5-79)
This must be the most semenial event for New Zealand manhood since the All [unclear: Blacks] drank the

pub dry in Twizel. For too long only women enjoyed the bliss of being with child while men have had to
content themselves with a paltry few minutes in that act of creation. We males have been exploited; beguiled of
the essence of our manhood by the lecherous palpatations from the true heart of women, who sucking us of our
virility leave us to a barren existence void of those seeds of joy which men so persistantly instill in women.
There can be no doubt then that this must be the males second coming for, at last we have the chance to enjoy
what we are the rightful authors of, nine months of breast swelling and procreation.

Why then are hoards.of decent men (men who mow their lawns on Sundays and have low golf handicaps)
and the only surving [unclear: vetern] from Gallipoli, protesting outside the National Womens Hospital
changint "Death to the poofta doctor longlive Patricia." Have they all gone blind? What was Patricia doing in
there? Patricia in her own words explains "When I realised that it was probably some filthy film that had quite
turned the head of this smuttly little Medico I came straight up to assure these lads that boys will still be boys
even though they mightened see these grubby films in future. The thought of having babies is almost as nasty



as.....urn.....well you know! No we do not know Patricia so we must leave you and ask this next man here in the
street.

Next nab - "Are you from the T.V."
Us - "No I'm afraid this is Bottom of the Week from Salient."
Next man - "Oh, I only read the letters (Clunk)............uggh........Where were we........¾.......Oh um pregnant

males. Yeah, can't wait to get a bit of it.
Us - "Why are you then on this demonstration?
Next man - "I Wanted to be on the T.V."
Things appear to have gone haywire in our Auckland office. We will have to scrap the rest of this

paragraph.
Back in Wellington the Captain of that seething mass of idolised brawn, the All Bl acks, has released this

statement: about what home grown, piss sinking, sheila rooting Kiwi-buggers would feel about getting up the
duff"

"A bloke is a bloke aye....(indicating his belly).....That's for Piss not sprogs.....You know what us fellas
do........(nudge, nudge) We are not bloody battery hens.......(laugh)......That's for the Chicks!!!! All that shit
about me mates getting a bun in the overn is a load of crap made up by them kiss-ball poofs"

Indeed how these male mothers in general should be classified provided a formidable challenge to
government bureaucracy. They have resolutely confronted the problem and have masterfully resolved it by
creating a new department to be known euphistically as the department of Mother Fuckers; a grand dour de
force on the department's part by ingeniously fusing the two function to be performed.

While the government as usual is at a loss over what to do, others in the community are sure that these
events can be put to good profit. Says local fashion designer Giovanni Jones.:

"Paunchy overhanging stomachs that flap in the breeze will soon be a thing of the past. How much more
becoming a curvacious protruding abdomen will be for men of the mode." Jockey underwear together with
Giovanni have compiled a new look for the season to be known as "Pot Luck".

Up on the hill academia is in a state of enthused agitation as they grapple with the furthermost boundries of
knowledge in revising the whole concept of man. A junior lecturer in philisophy has come up with controversal
new rulint; "That a joker is a shiela without the frilly bits, and a [unclear: shiets] is everything which this is
not." He [unclear: argues] without including the apparatus normally associated with this condition.

The English department is wrangling [unclear: with] a daring new theory that perhaps Milton [unclear:
was] pregnant when he wrote Piradise Lost. [unclear: With] Opidus rendered onsolete psychologists [unclear:
code] only nod their heads in confusion and [unclear: murter] "What will heppen to me mum."

On a more positive note Bruce Pearler as unemployed farm labourer has volunteered to get layed for
science (and the DPB for [unclear: solo] mothers). Sya Bruce, "1 wanna be the first mother fucking sonnova
bitch".

Let us all wish Bruce well and hope for [unclear: so] comolications in his historic endevour to [unclear:
realise] every sheila's dream.

As I write these last few lines my candoms burn before me and I urge you my brothers out there to forsake
thy women and join Bruce in getting in to something of a bit more substance.
Richard Riddiford

FISHING HOOK FOR SHARKS —
Natural Juices GAFE Lunch Mon to Friday Dinner Friday to saturday (Bring your own) 122 Wakefield

Street (opposit Town Hall) YOU CAN TRUST US!
We've been praised, condemned, ignored, flatted, scorned and congratulated. Attacked and ridiculed by

racists... Thanked by oppressed South Africans. One thing is certain, we'll be here until tlae job is finished.
HART The Secretary HART P.O. Box 9204 Courtenay Place WELLINGTON Please send me further
information Please place me on your mailing list Name ......................................... Address
......................................... HART has nothing to hide Halt All Racist Tours is a movement of ordinary New
Zealanders seeking to help people in South Africa end apartheid. Your support is important. If you can help
HART or would like to, or are curious about what we do and how we do it, cut out the bod and return to us.

Who me, Racist?
[unclear: Whenever] god it is that governs such [unclear: wining cided] that we would have an [unclear:

rc] Wednesday, but it appeared that [unclear: apple] still emotionally exhausted [unclear: after] the GM, and it
was a small group [unclear: who] turned up. When Andrew [unclear: and] the meeting to order at ten past
[unclear: out] out 150 people were rattling about [unclear: empty] Union Hall, doing their best [unclear: give]



crowd impression. Actualy, a feeling of lethargy appeared [unclear: private] the entire meeting, and progress
[unclear: ver] fatter than a medium meander. We [unclear: ntly][unclear: roozed] through apologies and
minutes, on stirred themselves for a brief minute [unclear: atters] arising. This particular part of [unclear: SCR]
devoted to learned discourses on the [unclear: infu] the last meeting.

[unclear: Fatback] campaign
Drawing of people playing cards
[unclear: This eing] the case, Paul Normans intrusion [unclear: raer] inappropriate, but no-one could

[unclear: botled] shutting him up. Paul's problem [unclear: that] after sweating blood to get it through [unclear:
meating], he wanted to rescind a motion, is [unclear: minion] was to the effect that all SRC [unclear:
reseatives] should speak against any attempts [unclear: cutivcrstiy] expenditure. Since this mo— [unclear:
passed], the cuts have actually been [unclear: rounded] and Paul felt it was pointless to [unclear: expressing]
discontent with them:- it [unclear: rely istracts] the resources of the [unclear: association] actually doing
something about [unclear: Sms]

Wilson also spoke saying that in the [unclear: sent] context, the motion was a hinderance [unclear: the
mpaign.] A vote was taken, and the [unclear: emoving] the motion was passed. [unclear: Furer] his, Simon
proposed a motion [unclear: instrucion] representatives to ensure that the [unclear: litry] welfare services be
made an abso— [unclear: parity], and not be cut. Simon said that [unclear: the] most underfinanced areas of
the [unclear: very] where we can least of all afford to [unclear: use].

[unclear: The] notion was passed and it was time [unclear: rts]. And guess who spoke first. [unclear: ght],
it was Simon, giving his [unclear: re-][unclear: Education] Campaign Co-ordination speech he outlined what
the [unclear: sitic] now and what events are planned [unclear: theture.] Finishing last week was the [unclear:
he] year competition, funds from [unclear: hichent] to the campaign fund.

The week we will be the privileged [unclear: poessc] of our very own pin-ball [unclear: competions] Peter
Beach's eyes lit up like [unclear: dis-][unclear: icetylene] torches at the thought. [unclear: the] coming weeks
there will be a [unclear: consiera] amount of action we were told. On [unclear: wednesday] there will be a rally
in Pigeon [unclear: work] the subject of fees and bursaries [unclear: when] there will be a trial of Mery
[unclear: Weing.] with the possibility of a public [unclear: exevition] or afters. On Friday, there will be a
organised by NOSAC, to protest a— he $l500 fees they have to pay. Or [unclear: ght] there will be a wake in
the lounge, [unclear: ter] there will be a rally at the [unclear: cetuary] to protest about the very harsh [unclear:
meatres] almost certainly will be introduced.

We have received heartening support from the Association of University Teachers, who have agreed to a
cancellation of lectures on July 26, but unfortunately the Professorial Board has narrowly rejected this proposal.
What is planned for this "closed day" is more in the line of an "Open Day" where the public would be invited to
'varsity'. There could be siminars on the meaning of the cuts, what improvements could be instituted to
education in New Zealand and what the direction of New Zealand's education is. There will be a lunchtimc
march to Parliment, and (hopefully) a rock concert to wind up the day.

Back to NZUSA's May Council
Leaving the crowd reeling - in a rather dozy way - from this super long report, Simon surrended the floor to

Virginia Adams who gave a report from the Women's Commission at May Council. Apparently the story down
there was that, while almost all the existing policy was reaffirmed, there was a lot of discussion on a motion put
forward by Victoria saying that the oppression of women was linked to the oppression of classes. This motion
was passed by council after lengthy discussion, but a question came from SRC as to whether this was in
agreement with Vic policy. Virginia replied that it related to a motion passed by SCR back in 1977.

Another Council motion which had aroused some discussion was whether the WRAC coordinator should
have an increase in honoraria, but this motion was lost in view of the difficult financial circumstances of NZ
USA. The priorities for NZUSA in the fields of Womens rights will be:
• opposition to the CS and A Act
• research into the position and status of women in university with the aim of promoting general

understanding and awareness of the particular hardships faced by women in the universities.
• research into the financial position of women in universities.

Further reports came from Paul Norman, about the Environment group, and Victoria Quade, the Womens
rights officer, who revealed that there will be a variety of films about women shown in the near future.

Then there came Stephen A'Court, who gave us the run down on the National Commission at Council, and
in an attempt to bring our policy in to line with that of NZ USA, proposed three motions that (to his obvious
surprise) generated an anormous amount of discussion.



The Haka Party
The first motion was That VUWSA condemns all conscious and unconscious acts of racism. The first

problem that came up, was what was an unconscious racist act? Stephen explanined that this was where the
doer did not realise he or she was being racist. This appeared to be unacceptable to the meeting, and Steve
Watson proposed an amendment (duly passed) that the word unconscious be removed and unintentional be put
in its place.

But still there was opposition. Ann Riddle said we should oppose this motion because racism is a state of
mind. If a person doesn't mean to be racist, then his or her actions are not racist. A person called Lindy Cassidy,
who said she was just an uninformed arts student, then spoke, saying that meaning well doesn't negate the
horrific nature of a person: act, an emotion followed up by Geoff Adams who said we should be attempting to
raise people's awareness of just what they are doing when they commit a rascist act. The final nail in the coffin
of the opposition was Stephen A'Court saying that it was entirely proper to condemn any rascist act. The motion
was, finally, passed, and we moved on to motion the second.

That VUWSA recognised that the violence associated with the haka party at Auckland University was a
direct result of domestic racism amd the inability of society's normal channels to adequately bring about social
change, Debate progressed along several distinct lines. Did this motion suggest that under some conditions
violence could be condoned? Stephen pointed out that the haka party had been going for 25 years, and each
year Maori groups had protested about it and been ignored. It had, he said, reached the stage where peaceful
protests acheived nothing. Another area of discussion emerged from this, namely had He Taua adequately
explored all peaceful methods of solving the problem The general feeling seemed to be that maybe they had
not. The two other areas debated were whether we should be condemning a group of people for their actions,
but it was pointed out that nowhere did this motion condemn anyone, and the point that maybe we should be a
bit more careful in future about what capping stunts we have.

This motion was lost, but it showed us the problems we face when trying to discuss an incident such as this
where there were no witnesses from Vic. We were presented with two contradictatory accounts (both second
hand) of what happened, and really found it very hard to decide just what had happened at the incident.

The third motion will hopefully clear the issue up somewhat, as it was That VUWSA fully supports the
NZUSA tour of a Maori activist to speak on general issues of racism. This motion was passed, this tour should
give us an opportunity to see and hear about the realities of racism in New Zealand, and perhaps prompt us to
take some positive action to fight it.

The Economy
The other motion to be discussed at the meeting read that this SCR opposed the recent Government moves

lifting price controls on sonic items and encouraging foreign investment in New Zealand. Predictably, there was
fairly heated debate, one side coming down in favour of overseas investment, on the grounds that it assisted our
own industries provided overseas funds and expertise, provided jobs and was generally a good idea. Against
this, there were those who say that foreign investment is out and out exploitation, and quoted figures of the
outflow of money from New Zealand in the form of company profits. These people were concerned that New
Zealands resources are being used for the benefit of the overseas companies, not New Zcalanders. Victoria
Quade seemed to sum the attitude of supporters of the motion when she said "We don't want to ban foreign
investment, just to control it." This was the choice facing the meeting and the decision went in favour of the
motion.

This was the end of the meeting, but it was a pity more people had not turned up, as it was a good example
of SRC's potential as a forum for debate. Arguments from both sides were heard, which is what democracy is
all about, and all I can say is come along next week and ensure that SRC continues to function as the
democratic, policy making body of the Students Association.
Andrew Beach

Railways Tourist Pass 14 days holiday travel throughout New Zealand by NZR rail, bus and ferry for only
$90 For a copy of our latest Tourist Pass brochure please write to Publicity and Advertising Manager New
Zealand Railways. Private Bag, Wellington New Zealand April 1st—December 15th See New Zealand our way
Railways

Should Tees Resign?



The Executive meeting that took place on Wednesday of last week was one of the most argumentative
meetings I have ever attended. The Executive spent some two hours discussing the recent interview with
Andrew Tees (Salient 5 June) in which he spoke against the Presidential Statement Salient had carried the
previous week. The Executive were concerned that the President was failing to represent the Association
properly by [unclear: poblically] taking a stand opposing the motion after it had been una inously passed.

Because of the importance of the debate, and the likelihood that a further rash of accusations against the
Executive would arise from it, the Executive requested that the relevant portions of the minutes be printed in
Salient. The editor greed to the request, and the minutes are reprinted below.

Although they are at times a little hard to follow. Salient urges all students to read these minutes. They
were recorded shorthand by the Association Secretary/Typist, so there can be no question of any bias in the
transcript. Although there have been slight changes to increase clarity, what is printed below is virtually a verba
turn record of the meeting and those who are perhaps intending to take up arms over the issues would do well to
read it.

Present during the debate were: A. Tees, M. Underwood, C. Mass of (who took the chair during the debate
recorded below), H. Aikman, P, Sowman, P. Norman and P. Edwards.

In attendance were: S. Underwood, H. Worth, G. Moore-Jones, A. Beach, P. Beach, T. Rochford.

President's Statement
P. Beach drew the attention of the meeting to the minutes of the Special Executive Meeting held on Friday

25 May, during which the President had drafted out a press statement denying that SRC was not representative
of the student body. However, in the most recent issue of Salient an interview with the President has been
conducted where he takes a completely different stand from what is contained in his press statement.

M. Underwood clarified the situation by saying that the press statement stated Association Policy and the
President had agreed to what was contained in this.

P. Norman pointed out that the motion to accept this press statement had been passed unanimously (with
the exception of Alan Philips who was not at the meeting when the motion was passed or when the statement
had been drafted out) and that no abstentions or dissenting votes had been recorded.

S. Underwood said that A. Tees had made the statement and voted in favour of it — however, he had since
gone against this.

A. Tees replied that the interview contained in Salient (5 June) was an informal statement as opposed to a
formal statement from the Students' Association.

P. Beach pointed out that when A. Tees is interviewed in Salient, he is interviewed as the official President
and not just as A. Tees.

P. Norman said that this was a contentious issue and that it was disturbing to find in the pages of Salient the
President going against what he had already said in a press statement. He said that A. Tees is President 24 hours
a day and therefore cannot make statements on an informal basis.

A. Tees replied that he had emphasized in the interview that this was a highly personalized, subjective
view.

P. Beach said that although he had nothing to do with this edition of Salient, when he saw this interview it
appeared to him to be an interview with the President, and not with A. Tees "student". And that all sentiments
expressed in the interview were in conflict with the sentiments of the press statement issued by the President on
behalf of VUWSA.

A. Tees said that he had stated in the press statement that every officer of the Association is bound by
policy of the Association however he then said, "I do not consider I was bound by policy in the interview at
all."

P. Norman said that as Environment Affairs Officer he felt bound when issuing public statements and
discussing things with the media to state what the Association's policy was on whatever is being discussed. He
said if he ever gave his own personal opinion on anything it was not in a context where it will be publicly
dispersed. He said that no matter how privately A. Tees intends his comments to be they are still interpreted as
being comments from the President of VUWSA in his official capacity.

P. Edwards pointed out that the reason A. Tees was interviewed was because he was President of the
Students' Association not because he is "Joe student", and as an elected Officer of the Association he is
therefore bound by its policies and must adhere to them.

S. Underwood made the point that as the President is paid to be President for 24 hours every day, he is
President 24 hours per day and therefore a public figure - no matter what his personal feelings are he is bound
to follow what the majority of the members of the Association decree. He said that as a result of the President's
actions the Executive were bound to move a motion of censure in the President, and that the President should



retract the sentiments expressed in his interview.
C. Mass of said that this matter had been discussed already for "a number of hours" and whatever statement

is released is on behalf of the Association, not by A. Tees "student", but by "A. Tees, President". She said that
the President had agreed that Executive members had been discredited and the reason for the statement's release
was to defend the Association's credibility and it is now imperative for the Executive to remain together as a
body in view of the upcoming campaigns for this year.

A. Tees In answer to that, I have always maintained that I am prepared to express a personal opinion and it
is a subjective one of course.

Sowman I think you are missing the point, Andrew. When you make a statement it is made because you are
Preside it of the Students' Association. You are not President from 9 to 5, you are the President the whole time,
from the time the term starts to the time it finishes and you cannot forget this.

Tees: I don't think I did.
Beach: When you are in public you are not A. Tees, you are A. Tees, President of VUWSA. You are

interviewed not because you are Andrew Tees, not because you are important in your own right, but because
you are the President of this Association.

Norman: Do you see yourself, Andrew, as President of the Students' Association, or as the representative of
the average student?

Tees: The Students' Association is the students — I think that answers the question; well it does as far as
I'm concerned.

S. Underwood: Which group of students are you talking about?
Sowman: The silent majority?
A motion was moved:
Moved Underwood/Sowman.
That the President be censured for his remarks in an interview in the 5 June issue of Salient, on his

statement released in the previous issue and that the President retracts his remarks in a statement to be placed in
the next issue of Salient after ratification by the majority of the Executive.

A. Tees said that he was against this idea as his statement had been a highly personalized subjective
statement.

Tees If I was acting in my official capacity I would have said that. I cannot support that I have to retract
what I said in a highly personalized interview.

Norman I think the point has to be made [unclear: that] we have been through all this and I am concerned
that the Exec. can pass all the motions of censure it likes and that the statement is issued as requested but then
the following [unclear: week] we see the President quoted as denying the statement. The basis of the problem is
that we do not know what Andrew sees as the definition of what his duties and responsibilities of the President
of Victoria are supposed to be. Is the motion of censure going to have an effect on you?

Tees Well if you think I am going back home to cry......I'm certainly not going to bawl. It concerns me
because I see this as authoritarianism. I think you know the word I am getting at.................

Exec Fascism!
Tees ........but I am not going to use that word as it has been prostituted and profligated around this place so

much.
Beach I would not print an article of the size of your interview in Salient if it was from an ordinary student.
Tees: That's probably the trouble with Salient!
Beach When are you going to define when you are an official spokesman and when a private person, so that

I have a guide to use. Are you speaking now as the President or as Andrew Tees? How are you speaking now?
Tees If you are going to report this exec meeting I am free to express my opinions at this meeting - you

report it in any way you like. I think it is fairly obvious that the there are official and unofficial views - it is a
matter of opinion. Perhaps it was not clear to certain people that that particular interview [unclear: done] by
two Salient staff was not considered by me to be an official thing - it was a personalized interview.

Beach What is the position of your letters to the Editor of Salient - you have had two published so far this
year?

S. Underwood You've signed the one in this week's issue as the President.
Tees: That was just alluding to the fact that I am President.
Aikman: I wonder if the President views this as a bit of a joke.......
Tees: It doesn't really matter........
Aikman: It does matter
Tees: I do not take it as a joke.
S. Underwood: Are you going to have a solid line on what is the policy of the Association?
A. Tees: It would be pointless to say that I have not disagreed in public with SRC policy, so it is pointless



to say it now.
S. Underwood: So the Students' Association has a President who is in no way going to represent the views

of the Association?
Tees: That is an incorrect statement
S. Underwood: Perhaps You would like to correct me?
Tees: Do you expect me to follow the Association's policy at Executive meetings and S.R.C.'s?
It was explained to the President by the rest of the meeting that as SRC made the policy of the Association

he could not be expected to follow policy that was still in the process of being made.
S. Underwood: So your answer is that you are not necessarily going to follow the Association's policy?
Tees: When I am acting in my official capacity definitely. I do not see myself as acting in an official

capacity when I write a letter to Salient.
S. Underwood This is contrary to what you have already done - you sent the letter this week as President.

Have you changed your mind since you wrote the letter.
Tees: No I have not!
Sowman: I am only going to be brief. I would like this recorded in the minutes. I am asking for your

resignation at this meeting in view of this absolute botch up and because you cannot see the reason behind it, it
doesn't look as though you are going to see the reason - I cannot see any other way around it, you must resign.

Tees: I have seen enough "reason" in the last few months.
Beach: You mean reasons for you to resign?
Tees (To P. Beach): Go and fart against the wall or something.
Rochford: You have criticised [unclear: policy] at SRC on the West German [unclear: Industrials] your

President's Column in [unclear: Salient -the] to believe that the President's [unclear: Column] really A. Tees'
column?

Beach: You have criticised SRC [unclear: Policy] blicly through the President's [unclear: column] is not
proper. I have no interest in year but I feel I am bound to set aside [unclear: cohic] for the President to express
the [unclear: opinion] Association. If you are not going to be acting in an official capacity I will [unclear: treat]
your President's column like any [unclear: other][unclear: icle.] If these are personal columns it [unclear: will]
dramatically affect my attitude [unclear: towards]

Tees: Well that is in order. You have [unclear: altie] thing called editorial discretion.
Beach: I print the official policies of [unclear: the] sociation without question - the only [unclear: this] that

is changed is the grammar. If [unclear: there] individual views I will treat them in [unclear: the] category as
individual articles that [unclear: come] Are your columns written from the [unclear: point] view of A. Tees
President or A. Tees [unclear: pers]

Tees: You are going to hate me [unclear: when] a reply to this, (laugh) As I understand you can delete or
add whatever you [unclear: like] my Presidential Columns because you [unclear: are] the Editor.

Beach: There are some things that [unclear: Salient] is obliged to do. One thing is to [unclear: inform]
dividual students what is happening [unclear: in the] Association. A statement by the [unclear: Preside] is
always included, and it is one of [unclear: there] things that is always allowed to remain [unclear: is] original
form. I always thought I was [unclear: obged] to print this as a duty towards the [unclear: Asociation], but if
this is a personal [unclear: opining] my obligation ceases. I'm afraid you'll [unclear: be] to give a yes/no
answer - "maybe" [unclear: is an] enough.

Tees: I have never really regarded the [unclear: President's] Column as an official statement the President
on behalf of the [unclear: Associatic] I have regarded them as a useful [unclear: mean] saying for instance
"Lets go on a [unclear: bursari]

Chair: It is understood by the Chair [unclear: the] President's answer is no.
Beach: Then this, the Presidents' [unclear: Column] must come in by 12 noon on Wednesday future.
Norman: Should the President's [unclear: Column] be regarded as a press statement? This should be

cleared up now in case it is [unclear: an] official statement of the Association.
Chair: From what I understand, [unclear: Peter] have complete rights to choose what is [unclear: pted.] If it

is relevant and follows [unclear: policy] it becomes "President Says."
Norman: Does the Exec, have the [unclear: right vet] it?
Edwards: We should have enough [unclear: trust] the President not to have to do that.
Norman: Do we have that trust?
Tees: (Directed at Paul) "You anogant little animal". The question is not what you have that trust, but

whether the [unclear: wh] and unwashed have that trust (ie. the [unclear: student].
Edwards: I would also like to call for the President's resignation in light of his [unclear: atti] tude and also

tike to ask that the [unclear: relevent] sections of the minutes be published in [unclear: Salient] so that it is
made obvious why [unclear: we] asking for the President's resignation.



Chair: I believe this is notice of motion.
Rochford: You are constitutionally [unclear: bou] to accept policy of the Association. [unclear: Eith]

change your ways and accept SRC [unclear: policy] resign - there is no way around this.
S. Underwood then spoke on the [unclear: matter] of the dismissal of one staff member several years ago -

when the President has disagreed with this dismissal, but had to convey the sentiments of the Executive
[unclear: t] this staff member regardless of how he [unclear: fe] personally, and not publicalty express
[unclear: his] personal views on the matter.

S. Underwood: You have failed to state tegorically if you are making statements the President or as a
private student.

[unclear: Tees] would like to reiute your earlier [unclear: opinoin] Gyles Beckford's annual report
[unclear: sta] why he disagreed with the [unclear: Executives] public for everyone to see.

[unclear: Unawood]: That was in his annual report [unclear: who] longer President but making a [unclear:
resort] he previous year's work.

[unclear: Tees] was acting in his official capacity [unclear: is president.]
[unclear: Unawood:] There is no such official [unclear: paper].
[unclear: Chair:] The difference between what [unclear: happeneted] pointed out, While you are the

[unclear: President] you are bound to follow [unclear: policy] - next year you can say what [unclear: it].
[unclear: Tees:] nothing more to say at the [unclear: moment.]
[unclear: Beach]: I am still unclear under what status [unclear: precident's] Column is? I would like an

[unclear: the] or "unofficial" answer please?
[unclear: Well], the President's column is going [unclear: excess] the views of the President [unclear:

presument.]
[unclear: Beach:] Official or unofficial views?
[unclear: Tees:] Well it has contained unofficial views [unclear: the ast] I do not think it would be

[unclear: nable] that this will be allowed [unclear: contunue.]
[unclear: Beach:] I know, and apologise for not [unclear: realising] at the time.
[unclear: Tees:] do not need to apologise — [unclear: Salient] not often apologize for anything!
[unclear: Jones:] When I read Salient and I see [unclear: president's] Column I take it (and also [unclear:

people] that I read it with) as being [unclear: ment] by the President representing [unclear: what] VUWSA
Executive position is on [unclear: ele] the students. When I see a letter [unclear: Salient] signed Andrew Tees,
I think that [unclear: drew] Tees speaking as Andrew Tees. [unclear: Buten] you sign a personal letter as the
[unclear: President], I am bound to take it that you [unclear: realising] as the president.

[unclear: Twice] of motion was given:-
[unclear: Move:] Edwards. "That the President's [unclear: elegtion] be called for in the light of the

[unclear: atte] of the President, which has become [unclear: appent] at this Executive Meeting, and in [unclear:
ant] his continued failure to [unclear: caterly] state when he is speaking, if it is [unclear: apacity] as President
of the Students' [unclear: mtion], and that the relevant section [unclear: minutes] of this meeting be published
[unclear: in Salient.]

[unclear: Unawood:] This does not resolve the [unclear: probles] whether A. Tees' statements are [unclear:
person] official - this cannot be embodied in [unclear: on.]

[unclear: Tees:] I will give an undertaking that in [unclear: future when] I make a statement I will make it
[unclear: clear] whether it is an official statement [unclear: official] statement.

[unclear: Noman:] I cannot understand Andrew's [unclear: attic] what we are trying to say is that at
[unclear: re] can you be making a personal [unclear: statement] you are always the President. When [unclear:
igi] a statement you make it as the [unclear: President] the point should be still made that [unclear: a] number
of my friends see and hear [unclear: saying] things as the President not as [unclear: ew] Tees — and you must
face up to responsibilities.

[unclear: rds:] People listen to you because you [unclear: se] President and take your views as being
[unclear: ews] of the President. People do not to you because you are Andrew Tees, [unclear: because] you are
elected as the President [unclear: es] Students' Association. And here you [unclear: saying] that you will make
it quite clear it is a personal statement and when it official statement - you cannot make [unclear: nal]
statements because no-one will [unclear: listion] a statement by an ordinary student in [unclear: time] way as
they would listen to one [unclear: of] President of the Student' [unclear: Associaion.]

[unclear: Beach:] Andrew, when you, a [unclear: student], [unclear: th] ordinary Student, and myself
[unclear: Salient] Editor), express an opinion, who [unclear: freest?]

[unclear: Tees:] We are all equally free.
[unclear: Beach:] No, I am the freest, because I [unclear: con] the media, Gareth is next freest because

[unclear: an] ordinary student, then you - because are the President.



[unclear: Tees:] I am still entitled to express my own [unclear: nal] view.
[unclear: Beach:] When you took up the position of President you abdicated many of those freedoms. That

is a fact of life. You did not understand that when you stood for the position, and you still do not understand it.
It is quite distressing to me that you can survive as long as you have without actually realising the fact.

It was also pointed out that the Governor General has to sign Acts passed in Parliament regardless of his
own views on controversial subjects (such as the C S and A Act.)

Tees: I wish to comment on that. I think that the Governor General would be pretty gutless if he did not
voice his disagreement with Acts such as the C.S. and A. if he had strong views contrary to them.

Edwards: If he did he would be immediately sacked.
A procedural motion was moved:—
Moved: Chair. That the substantive motion be put.
Carried, Dissent; Tees
The motion (Underwood/Sowman) was put and
Carried, Dissent: Tees
The motion which had been given notice of was then considered.
It was suggested that this be put as two separate motions - one concerning the resignation of the President,

and the other regarding the printing of the minutes in Salient.
The first motion was moved as follows: —
Moved: Edwards/Sowman.
That the President be asked to resign because of his failure to state when he will state the policy of the

Association when making public statements.
Carried, Dissent: Tees
Moved: Edwards/Sowman.
That the relevant section of the minutes of this meeting be published in Salient.
A. Tees said that he did not feel the minutes of this meeting should be published in Salient.
It was pointed out that at the Executive Meeting of 29 May the President had moved a motion as follows:—
Moved: Tees/Philips
That all Executive minutes which have been confirmed be hung on the Association no— ticeboard, and that

Salient be asked to report after each Executive Meeting.
Tees: In this particular case I do not see it as being productive to publish these minutes in their original

form in Salient.
M. Underwood: Because they are against you?
Tees: No, I see it as making the Executive look like a playground - if you want to portray it as that go

ahead. "Publish and be damned" as I think they say.
S. Underwood: I think that the comment you made has summed up the problem — you seem to regard this

matter with a total lack of seriousness. We are trying to see your credibility as the President. I am a member of
the Trust - a company owned by the Students' Association. Now, am I to take it that you are there as a Director
and Trustee in your capacity as an individual when you hold this position ex-officio as the President of the
Students' Association, and with anthing you say or do it is at our discretion to decide whether you are acting on
behalf of the Students' Association or the Executive. You may disagree with the policy of the Executive but it is
your responsibility to go along with it, because that is the will of everyone here. All we are trying to do is to get
a categorical statement from you. In your statement you have gone against things that you have said in previous
meetings. You are inconsistent and this is causing problems in the Association.

Tees: I do not think it is very likely that I am ever going to write to the Minister or Education on our
official notepaper giving personal views which may or may not be contrary to the Students' Association.

Beach: This solves Steve's problem when he sits on the Trust?
Tees: I will comment on that further. I represent what Executive says on these things.
Beach: On money you are okay - and with the Minister of Education you are fine, but we cannot get a

formal resolution on the President's Column. What about Victoria's Education Policy?
Tees: Yes I supported Victoria's Education Policy in the past.
Norman: Andrew, when you say that you supported Victoria's Education Policy in the past - if it was

changed at the next SRC would you still write to the Minister of Education as outlined by that policy?
Tees: Yes.
Norman: What was your official comment on the German Industrialists in Salient?
Chair: We have got completely away from what we are supposed to be talking about.
Sowman: I would tike topoint out that you are now complaining about getting the minutes published when

last week you moved a motion to the opposite effect.
Tees: I do not see it as being inconsistent because this particular motion does not affect this particular set of



minutes. I do not see it as being proper. I do not think we should publish these minutes in Salient at all.
Sowman: Should your motion last week be read as meaning that only some sets of minutes should be

posted on the notice board?
Tees: I would go so far to move a motion that this particular set of minutes should not be published.
Edwards: What?
Tees: I do not feel there is any need to publish them.
Beach: Why do you think that?
Tees: Well to protect the Executive and its good name.
Beach: What has the Executive done at this meeting that renders it in need of protection?
Tees: I would like to read a statement I have been writing which is unfinished:
A statement on the proceedings at the Executive meeting 6 June 1979.
I would like to make it quite clear that I see the proceedings of this meeting as totally unnecessary and

obstructive to the general working of the Students' Association (i.e. not the Executive members' Association.)
Unfortunately they have now also chosen to obstruct me in my official capacity as President...........

Beach: Where are you going to have that published? In Salient?
Chair: Is this going to be an official statement or an unofficial statement and if so, is it going to be

published? If it is, I hope it is not going to be through Association finances.
Tees: No, not through Association finances.
M. Underwood: You have just said that the Executive are obstructing you.
Tees: Sure, I believe they are. Nothing at all can persuade me for the next three hours that we are here — I

am not going to change my mind.
H. Worth: Does this mean that the President has total powers to do anything that he damn well wishes?

Does this mean that you have total power, because it certainly looks like it to me as an outsider. You can say it's
a joke.

Tees: I never said I thought it was a joke.
Norman: You seem to feel that we are trying to obstruct you - we are trying to ensure the efficient running

of the Association.
Tees: Ha ha ha
Norman: We are trying to ensure the efficient running of the Association. We are unable to do this at

present because leadership in the Association is uncertain and quaverring. It is going trom one point to another
point - changing its mind from week to week. We must be consistent. We are not trying to obstruct you - we are
trying to obstruct your activities that are affecting this Association detrimentally. We are concerned that the
way the voice of the President is being exercised is not the way is should be exercised. You are not the Andrew
Tees of the Students' Association, but the President.

Tees: I can see that you are trying to obstruct me in a personal capacity. If I do any-thing in my capacity as
President you are also, and I adhere to that view.

Chair: I think perhaps you got Paul wrong, perhaps we obstruct you on a personal level but not at a
Presidential level. We are merely asking you to follow the Association's policy as it stands at the moment and
that includes decisions by the Executive. tive.

Beach: I can only reiterate what the Chair has said. I do not think you realize that the role of President is
very limited - far more constrained than any other elected representative of this Association. As the President
you are constantly constrained in what you can do. I will make the comment that this Executive cannot obstruct
you in your official capacity.

Edwards: Question. Andrew you are a member of an organization and the livelihood of the Association is
paramount because you are elected by the organization. Could you please tell us how this Executive has
obstructed the Association by this discussion?

Tees: Well, I will tell you here. I see a long Agenda and I see no progress.
Beach: Why is there no progress?
Tees: Because of the situation. Because of members of this Executive around this table.
Norman: Name them.
Beach: I would like to name them in Salient.
Tees: People present in this room at the moment.
Beach: Everybody?
Tees: I am referring to the Executive.
Beach: Every one Exec member at this meeting is obstructing the President?
Tees: Certainly.
M. Underwood: How are we obstructing you? How am I obstructing you?
Tees: I will tell you how. You are obstrructing me because as I told you before, I see a long Agenda in front



of me and I want to proceed with it, and I am not being allowed to.
Moore-Jones: Every time the question of putting the motion arises you say you want to speak further.
Tees: That's a complete red herring. If you want this issue to be discussed, I am willing to doso.
Norman: We want the matter resolved. Are you resigning or not?
Tees: I will consider it.
Moved: Norman/Edwards. That the motion be put.
Tees: I dissent from that.
Sowman: Are we holding you up! I want it noted that he has dissented against a motion to move onto more

business and says "we are obstructing him."
The Chairperson declared the motion:— Carried.
The substantive motion was put and:— Carried [unclear: unaivmously.]
Tees: I voted for this motion, but I have very strong reservations about it.
Rifle for a one-man [unclear: seige]
The redoubtable array of barrels affords excellent cover against a multifarious enemy.
Drawing of a rifle with multiple barrels

Reform the Association?

Interview with Michael Carr—gregg.
As part of Salient's ever-present drive to obtain a representation of the various views on the state of the

Students' Association, Peter Beach conducted this interview with Michael Carr-Gregg — a former member of
the Executive and an outspoken advocate of reform to the Association. If, by chance, you find that Mr
Carr-Gregg's views conflict with your own, please don't hesitate to let us know, As part of our desire to
represent the views of students, we'll be more than happy to print them.

Salient: I'd like to start by talking about the [unclear: leaflets] that were distributed prior to the Special
General Meeting on May 23. It was rumoured (and I don't want to go into the truth or otherwise of that
rumour) that you were involved with the leaflets. What function did you think the leaflets would have?

Carr-Gregg: I saw those leaflets as legitimate publicity for the meeting. I thought people should be made
aware of the way we saw things, and I'm aware that that's not the same way you saw them. I don't see anything
wrong with those leaflets. I've seen far worse leaflets printed.

Are you thinking of any leaflets in particular?
Well no. Not any in particular.
Do you think that the leaflets were proper in their tactics?
Well they used, as Andrew put it in his interview, poetic licence. The leaflets tried to hit at the raw

emotions of the students. They tried to get people along to the meeting. And I think they were successful.
People came along to the meeting because they wanted to hear what the issue was.

You talked about publicising the issue as you saw it. The issue, as those who moved the motion saw it was
one of the competence of the President. In neither of the two leaflets that I saw was the competence of the
President mentioned. The leaflets concentrated on the suspected motives of those who were moving the motion.

I have worked under Andrew and received nothing but co-operation from him in Cultural Affairs and I
sincerely believe that the reason for the motion of no confidence was simply that people were not willing to
work under Andrew. They had gone into their jobs with preconceived ideas of him.

There was talk of rolling Andrew when he was first elected. I recall it. I can't comment on the truth of the
allegation made at the SGM that Jonathan Scott had claimed that the knives would be out, but I would say that
that was a fairly rough idea of what was going on. People were very upset that Andrew was elected.

I am not disputing that there were people who were supporting other candidates. But I wonder if you could
tell me who these Exec members with preconceived

ideas are. By using innuendo and lumping on the whole Exec and consequently on the whole association.
I don't think any purpose would be served by naming them. I'd like to think that the new Executive, when

elected, will have learnt a lesson and that they will get together and operate as an efficient administrative body.
Afterall the Executive is merely an administrative body.

The reason that I asked that question was not that I wanted a black list of Executive members. But there
have been a lot of allegations that people have obstructed Andrew and have had preconceived ideas about htm
on a political basis. And quite frankly what I know of the members of the Executive, I would have to say that



their politics is basically middle of the road, looking at them as a group.
That's your opinion. From what I saw, and I must say that I haven't seen you at too many Exec meetings,

which is legitimate, you have a job to do, there was this obstruction. Perhaps it wasn't politics as much as
personalities. There were people on the Executive who just could not get along on a personal level with
Andrew. I don't think it was so much politics, although in my opinion that was a factor, but the big factor was
personalities.

They didn't like the way Andrew was running the show, and they were using Lindy Cassidy, who I admit
was a very competent President as a yard stick against which to measure Andrew. But she had two years to
learn the job, she had Steve Underwood who'd been there for god knows how long to help her and give her
support. Andrew on the other hand was brand new to the job, didn't know anything about it. You have to grow
into a job like that. I don't think people realise that. I don't believe that he got the support of the Executive. The
people who perhaps could have helped him, who had experience, I believe did not give their all to him.

"You can't expect htm to perjorm as well as Lindy Cassidy."
Photo of Andrew Tees
But how about considering him now, half way through the year. Do you think that he's performed as well as

you'd expect someone to perform half way through their term of office?
You can't expect him to perform as well as Lindy Cassidy did, you've got to give him a chance to grow into

the job. I think he has done remarkably well, particularly in some fields. In some areas he's done far better than
any other president.

Where in particular?
Well in my field. Cultural Affairs, the support that he gave us right from the beginning was quite

incredible. He was the major force behind the promotion of the Arts Festival. He was the one who got the
review going, and it was only through his persistent nagging of people that they got themselves together and got
something done.

But I understand that he lost the support of the Executive because he was believed to be incompetent.
You have to look at why the Executive regard him as incompetent. They for example would put forward

the argument that he can't lead, that he doesn't know the correct procedures. This may well be true, but it is not
my experience, although I'm not on every committee that Andrew is on. In my experience neither of the
criticisms is valid.

Are you saying that those members of the Executive who believe Tees to be in-competent are misguided?
No - I would not question their right to express that opinion. However I find it hard to believe that he is

supremely efficient for me and hopeless for other Exec members.
The PSA were also attacked in the leaflets. What do you see as the function of an organisation like the

PSA? Do you think that it has a function at all?
As former Cultural Affairs Officer, I would like to put it on record that we gave PSA a very large grant. I

believe that the PSA is one of the most valuable and politically active clubs on campus. They have shown that
they are willing to get out and do something. And I think that they have a right to be there, as Andrew said, just
like any other club. And that's all there is to it. They are a very valuable club.

But I don't believe they should be allowed to dominate SRC, which is fundamentally what I believe they
are doing. When the PSA want a motion to go through, they turn up to the meeting and, well it's not really
stacking, but they're there and the other people aren't. Now although you can argue that the other people who
aren't there don't give a damn, but many of them in actual fact have other committments. I just can't accept that
they should make policy for 6000 students.

What sort of policies do you feel the PSA is trying to dominate the Association into adopting. I presume
that you aren't referring the SRC policy on education. Bursaries and assessment.

I have very strong views on international matters. I think it is a great pity that the average student can't see
beyond his own narrow little borders. But I think you've got to accept that he is concerned at the moment about
the state of his pocket. I think it's sad that they can't see that things; happening overseas will eventually affect
them. But I think that we have to represent that point of view. And I don't think that we do at present.

But what sort of policy is it that the PSA is responsible for pushing through SRC?
Well international policy, things like that. May be their stand on abortion. I think you could find quite a few

people who wouldn't agree with their abortion policy.
How does the PSA actually dominate the Association?
It has got a number of very eloquent speakers who can put their points forcefully and influence a meeting

very strongly Those people who do turn up to SRC are Interested anyway and are therefore able to be
persuaded by their arguments. However they don't get the chance to hear the other side.

You 've accused the PSA of being particularly vociferous in the opposition to Tees. Why?
Well they attacked him over his proposal to abolish international and abortion policy, for my broadcast on



Radio Windy of using The general impression that I've got is that the PSA is not very happy with Andrew.
They haven't given him any support. They haven't helped him. They haven't said, look Andrew you're doing
this wrong, why don't you do this? They just say you're doing this wrong and this and this. They don't make any
constructive suggestions. This is particularly serious because there are members of the PSA who have had
experience in this area.

What about the allegation that Salient has conducted a smear campaign against Tees?
I refer you to the cover of Salient the week after he was elected.
Well that was in September last year. [unclear: W]about more recently?
Well I believe that the Salient people we not very happy about the election of [unclear: Te] and it has

broken a long line of politicall active presidents.
Could you give an example of this [unclear: smess] campaign?
You're asking for specifics. To do that would have to go through all the Salient this year. I would say

however that I [unclear: do] think that Salient has been offering [unclear: constive] criticism to Andrew. They
have [unclear: new] publicised any of the good things that [unclear: he] done.

However one other point that I [unclear: would] like to make was that you accused the people who put out
the leaflets and me for my broadcast on Radio Windy of [unclear: uti][unclear: smear] tactics. And we open
Salient [unclear: next] week and we find ourselves called [unclear: fascist] Well who's using smear tactics?

Anyway the SGM showed that [unclear: people] aren't happy with the present set-up, [unclear: the] things
are badly amiss.

You mean the structure of the [unclear: Association] rather than the particular people [unclear: "runb] it?
Yes. Not enough people know what the Executive is supposed to do. I don't think that most members of the

Association realise what the function of the Assiation is. I think that there is a distinct [unclear: is] of
communication between the [unclear: Associatation] and its members. And it's very [unclear: distressir]

I mean just look at the size of our SR People are not turning up, and you've [unclear: go-to] look at the
reasons why they are not turning up. I mean if you go to the [unclear: quac] and ask someone why they don't go
to SRC, they'll reply that they don't want waste their time listening to all that [unclear: intes] national crap.
Now that's lamentable but it's the situation. Regardless of [unclear: when] ther it's accurate or not, that's the
impression that they have got of the meetings.

Now I think that a challenge has been thrown out to the new SRC [unclear: Co-ordinaton] to change the
situation. I think that man of these people who have been called Maoists and a lot of the members of the PSA
have genuinely got the interests of the students at heart, but they've gone about it the wrong way, They should
actually try to show students that they [unclear: as] concerned. And it's got to be done [unclear: soon] because
we've got this Education Fight [unclear: back] campaign to do. I think the timing of this vote of no confidence
was very unfortunate, it has upset the Association and it now has to regroup and get on with the bissiness at
hand.

What do you think is the relationship between the campaign and the internal political difficulties within
VUWSA?

I would like to see the problem of trying to present a unified front to Government as well as resolving the
internal conflict, would be done if the various groups were to communicate more with each other, particularly
with the President, he is our spokesman and he was elected to repress us. The PSA should use its experience in
the protest area to help the Association by helping the President. The President has been given an
overwhelming vote of confidence by the members of the Association and the PSA should reconcile itself to that
fact and start to work with him.

Finally can I ask you if you thought it was proper, if they had [unclear: gra ve doub ts] about the
President's competence, for the executive to call the SGM?

If they felt strongly, it was their responsibility to the Students' Association to do so.

PSA Defined

[unclear: Erview] With Virginia Adams. —
Chairperson of the Progressive Student
Alliance.



[unclear: ent:]What is the function of the PSA?
[unclear: ms:] The PSA is an affiliated club of Students' Association whose members concerned about the

attacks to people's [unclear: ocrttic] rights that have occured both [unclear: de] and outside the university.
Examples [unclear: these] attacks include the SIS legislation 1977 and the current cuts to education [unclear:
nding.] What the PSA seeks to do is [unclear: ate] provide an internal platform for [unclear: ate], providing a
left wing perspective on [unclear: nts] both inside the university and in the of the world. Secondly the PSA
[unclear: citons] as a pressure group independent [unclear: he] Students' Association.

[unclear: you thmk] the PSA is fulfilling these [unclear: ction?]
[unclear: very] much so.
[unclear: one] going on, perhaps you could give [unclear: come] information as to the way the [unclear:

is] administrated.
[unclear: are] it no membership as such in the [unclear: Anyone] who is interested and [unclear: nes] to

attend a meeting or participate [unclear: any] activities is welcome. Within this [unclear: se] organisation, there
are of course [unclear: ple] who Ilea passive role ([unclear: participa-in] discussions) and those who take a
[unclear: ce] active role (for instance putting out [unclear: lets] and organising activities). Because [unclear:
such] a loose thing, anyone can take [unclear: in] any PSA activities.

[unclear: Other] words it functions as an ordinary [unclear: versity] club?
[unclear: w] many people usually take part in the [unclear: i] meetings and activities?
[unclear: out] 30 people regularly attend.
[unclear: re] have recently been accusations that PSA dominates the Association, [unclear: particuraly]

the SRCs. Do you agree?
[unclear: solutely] not.
[unclear: The]several people (including Michael [unclear: Carregg)] have pointed out that within the 4

there is a wide array of very [unclear: experien-] and competent speakers, and that it [unclear: ts ough] these
people speakingat SRCs that PSA dominates the Association.

[unclear: tile] there are people in the PSA who are [unclear: quent] speakers, it is ur realistic to assert
[unclear: it] they dominate the meetings. If SRC [unclear: es] vote in favour of a motion put [unclear: forword]
by people involved in the PSA it is [unclear: because] the meeting has been convinced of [unclear: as] worth of
the motion. Is this dominnating [unclear: Association?]

[unclear: It] example of what people are concerned [unclear: out] is that the PSA holds meetings on
[unclear: wednesdays], apparently to discuss matters [unclear: at] will be raised at the following day's
[unclear: RC.] Is this a way of ensuring that all the [unclear: A]-sponsored motions get through?

[unclear: While] the PSA does hold meetings on [unclear: Tuesdays], it is not a regular occurence for the
[unclear: eeting] to discuss the next day's SRC — [unclear: is] has only happened three or four times is year.
When this does occur, it is so at the supporters of the motion can [unclear: varify] in their minds just what the
issues [unclear: e], and what the arguments for and against [unclear: e.] If the PSA does decide to give its
[unclear: support] to a motion it is only after a full [unclear: scussion] has occurred.

[unclear: oes] this mean that block voting from the [unclear: SA] can occur?
[unclear: Not] at all. All the PSA can hope to do is [unclear: make] the issues obvious. If, for instance,

[unclear: people] present at the meeting decided that [unclear: ney] want to support a motion the PSA oesn't,
they are very welcome to do so.

[unclear: One] of the clear implications of the leaflets [unclear: was] that the PSA is merely a student
branch of the Wellington Marxist Leninist [unclear: Organsation.] Is this the case?

Not at all. While some members of the WMLO are active in the PSA, Labour Party supporters, members of
the Young Socialists and even people such as Andrew Tees and Alan Philips are regular attenders of meetings.
All the PSA is is a group of progressive students and it is quite incorrect to label all such people as members of
the WMLO.

To more on a bit, the PSA could be, looeely, described in a left-wing organisation. What is the left-wing
perspective you talk about, particularly in the cantext of the students association?

Our main difference from the on-campus right-wing is that we don't think the cuts to student welfare can be
divorced from the outside world. We see the cuts as part of the general economic problems of the country and
think they must be looked at in this light. We are especially concerned about the effects the education cuts will
have on society. At present university students are predominantly middle-class, and the education cuts can only
narrow further the type of student, and completely cut out those from working class backgrounds. The PSA
believes that there should be equal opportunity for all people to attend university.

"P.S.A. is an ordinary VUWSA club."
Photo of a person speaking at a lecturn
The PSA was set up last year, supposedly for some reason. What is the justification for the PSA 's



existence?
The PSA was set up in response to increasing attacks on the democratic rights of New Zealanders, such as

the SIS Act and the repressive Industrial Relations Act, and also in response to a growing trend within the
university to cut out any form of discussion or student action on these issues. An example of why the PSA
needs to exist is the recent attacks that have been made on the SRC, saying that it is not democratic. PSA
believes that SRC is the most democratic way of deciding policy, and therefore will try to counter any attempts
to abolish it.

You see one of PSA 's duties being to protect the Association?
We want VUWSA to be as democratic as possible, and if we see that democracy being threatened, we will

do our utmost to protect it.
The two things that have, perhaps, polarised opinion about the PSA most are firstly its attitude towards the

Association and how it should function, and secondly its attitude towards so-called irrelevent matters of
national and international issues. Why is the PSA concerned about these matters?

We believe that students do not exist in a vacuum, [unclear: anu] that national and international events do
affect us as well as the rest of society. It is very important that these issues are discussed by students and that
the Association take a stand on them.

To change the subject some what, the leaf-lets that were distributed before the SGM were were probably
the most controversial leaf-lets I have seen in my time at university. What do you think they represent?

They represent a distortion of the facts. I see them as a reaction by a group of people who disagree with
some of PSA's views and activities and wish to rub PSA's name in the mud. The way this was done was to
appeal to people's anti-communist feelings.

Do you believe that the majority of students support VUWSA's policy on such things as abortion and
international affairs?

I don't know. All that I can see of the decision making process is what goes on at SRC. Regardless of your
subjective view-point, it is the policy of VUWSA that must be given support and credence. That is how
democracy works.

What do you think the relationship between the PSA and the Stucients's Association is? Is the PSA trying to
be an Association within the Association?

Our mam aim is to raise the people's consciousness about various issues, and to this end we will work both
with, and where necessary independently of, the Association. Naturally we want the students association to
have progressive policy; we are concerned about people's basic democratic freedoms. We will pressurise the
Association at SRC to have such policy, and if it is not adopted, we will work so that most students are made
aware of our viewpoint.

It has been claimed that VUWSA is now at a crossroads. Do you agree?
Yes I would. I see the current attempts to "reform" the Association merely as attempts to change the

structure so that it can't work democratically. The proposed reforms will (because of their very nature) take the
decision-making process away from the students.

Although a referenda system appears to be more democratic, it would effectively give more power to the
Executive, because it is so cumbersome. It also takes away the opportunity to debate an issue, there by
encouraging ill-informed decisions.

VUWSA is renowned for the democratic way it decides policy, and it is this which is threatened. We don't
want to dominate the Students' Association, rather to ensure that all views can be represented and fully debated.
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Education Fightback

[unclear: Discninatory] fees
[unclear: Mr uldoon] recently announced a $1500 [unclear: ee in ase] for all private overseas students

[unclear: ee king] tertiary education in any varsity [unclear: of gone]. Unfortunately, either due to [unclear: its
igance] or by purpose, he came out [unclear: tha] of baseless and fallacious reasons [unclear: o jus] such an
increase. The media [unclear: unler ontrol], were only too willing to [unclear: ack] up, to deceive the NZ
public. [unclear: uldoon's] trump cards were:

[unclear: 1) erseas] students mostly come from [unclear: ealt] parents."
This just a sweeping statement. New [unclear: eala] has always been attractive to [unclear: pooer stuents]

because of lower costs in [unclear: com-to] other countries and the chance [unclear: of g] part-time and
vacation jobs to [unclear: ut self] through the university. In [unclear: Ca-ada], erseas students are not allowed
to [unclear: ring] the summer vacation. To [unclear: ap-] Britain and Australia overseas [unclear: stu- ust]
have parents who can at least [unclear: an] $20,000 currency annually.

On in New Zealand, very few Malay—[unclear: dents] are able to go back to [unclear: Malay-] visit during
their normal 5 years [unclear: eriod] here. Most do not go back [unclear: ecause] they have to work
throught-whole summer vacation, sometimes jobs, to supplement their next year's [unclear: a] expenditure.

[unclear: re] not entitled to the Standard [unclear: Bursary] like kiwi students. They a [unclear: entitled] to
unemployment benefits [unclear: are] unemployed. They provide the [unclear: nd] convenient labour, like the
kiwi [unclear: s] for the peak Christmas period [unclear: de-nd] they pay taxes like everyone else. these wage
earnings it is calculated [unclear: erseas] students bring in over $3 [unclear: mil-enue] annually. (Auckland
survey.)

[unclear: nsequence] of the $1500 fee would [unclear: the] very rich students would be able [unclear: e] It
would only increase the gap [unclear: be-we] rich and poor since New Zealand [unclear: ional] institutions
indirectly attract [unclear: ian] students from low and middle income groups. The unjustified cut-back
implemented in 1977 had already meant fewer of these poorer students are able to come to New Zealand let
alone go for more expensive universities in other countries. (1976 - 544 Malaysians and Singaporeans were
admitted to 1st degree certificate and diploma courses, 1977 - 296, 1978 - over 200.)

Finally New Zealand has certain economic and military interests in the region of South East Asia. She has a
moral obligation as an industrialized nation to continue her aid to a developing country, Malaysia, without
penalizing the number of private Malaysian students coming to NZ.

(2) "A high proportion of Malayshn students, when they graduate, stay behind instead of going back to
Malaysia."

Unfortunately the P.M. did not have the guts to release the figures of those staying for good. If one were to
look at the permanent residencies been granted to overseas students during the recent years, one can see a
dramatic decrease in numbers. New Zealand employers at present are advised not to accept overseas students
(even if they are qualified) for the jobs if they have not been granted a permanent resident status. Moreover
students who do apply only want practical experience to supplement their theoretical qualifications. Once they
fininsh their practical, many go back.

Drawing of a man holding an apple and stealing money
(3) "Compared to other countries' charges, it is not a large sum to impose on overseas students."
Now in Australia, private overseas students, like their local counterparts, are not required to pay any fees.

In New Zealand, overseas students have to pay their tuition fees ranging from $200 to $250. By arbitrary
dividing the total university students by the total number of students, the Government claims that each overseas
student costs them $1500 to educate (in fact, if this division is done, the figure produced is $3000 - ed.).

But overseas students, as mentioned, contribute an average of at least $ 1100 per student annually in
valuable foreign exchange to the NZ economy. Moreover, university spent 75% of their budget on staff - these
and other recurring overheads are incurred regardless of any overseas students that may have been admitted to
fill up the empty places - so that the real cost of educating a private overseas student is marginal only.
Malaysian students do not deny educational opportunities to any other overseas students, or New Zealand
students. They are used as 'gap— fillers', e.g. school of engineering in Auckland university saw it fit to lift its
quota of overseas students due to a decline In enrolment of local students in 1975 and 76. In 1977 due to an
increase in enrolment of local students in 1st prof, the number of overseas students admitted was reduced from



64 to 50. Similar reductions took place in the commerce faculty (40 to 23 in wine period) for the simple reason
of not furring away the applications of the local students.

(3) "Overseas students are getting more than they are entitled to with their courses."
If one were to see the points in (2), what Muldoon is trying to do is make a profit out of overseas students.

Yet he claims to aid third world countries.
(4) To conclude; what the national government should do is think seriously and be more practical and to cut

its military spending of over $20 million annually in Malaysia and Singapore. It has no grounds to station its
troops there. Both countries (Malaysia and Singapore) have more than their required troops to subvert and
supress their local people. It's time NZ learnt its lesson from the American case in Vietnam.

Sources: Malaysian Monthly Review. Talks given by Dr Clements - professor of sociology in Canterbury,
Auckland MSSA publication - Suara.

March to Oppose the Fees March to Parliament — Friday June 15th Assemble Hunter lawn 11.15 Show
your support - All welcome.

Why we are Here?

[unclear: Aerseas] student's viewpoint.
[unclear: e] announcement by the New Zealand [unclear: goment] to increase the present tuition [unclear:

fee to] $1500 on each private overseas [unclear: stu-den] except students from South Pacific) [unclear: coxg]
to New Zealand next year have [unclear: call-se] such concern among the students as [unclear: wees] various
other sectors. Already '[unclear: Anti] es Rise' campaigns organised by [unclear: va-ri] student groups are
underway.

[unclear: e] response so far to this campaign is [unclear: ncouraging] in view of the keen [unclear: parti-]
on from the overseas as well as the local [unclear: nts]. As well as publicising the position [unclear: of erseas]
students, it is also very important [unclear: s] to understand the basis of our campaign [unclear: o] be clear
about the justification of our [unclear: s] At this stage it is also good for us to [unclear: dis-] with our fellow
students and to under— [unclear: sta] the root causes of our being here.

[unclear: he] reasons that led the students of [unclear: dif-][unclear: t] nationalities going overseas are
comp[unclear: nd] different. However a common [unclear: fea-][unclear: is] that most overseas students are
from [unclear: nderdeveloped] Third World countries [unclear: ying] in the developed Western [unclear:
coun-] In this article I will try to explore the [unclear: e] of the Malaysian students going overseas.

Economic Deprivation
During the nineteenth century, Malaysia (comprising Malaya, Sarawak and Sabah) became British colony.

Under colonial rule, large quantities of our natural resources and wealth were being plundered. In fact, before
Second World War, 10-15% of Malaya's national earnings was expropriated to Britain annually for several
decades. With this ruthless exploitation, economic and social development of our country was impossible.

After the War began the period of intensifying national liberation movements of the local people
throughout the world against the colonial rules. The British realised that it was impossible for them to continue
their direct rule of Malaya and the two states of North Kalimantan. Thus 'independence' was granted to Malaya
in 1957. Prior to giving independence to Malaya, Britain had taken great pains to train and educate an elite class
to care for and protect their vast economic interest. This period marked the beginning of students going
overseas, at that time most of them were from the Malay aristocratic class or wealthy businessmen. The notable
ones were Tengku Abdul Rahman (former Prime Minister of Malaysia) Tun Abdul Razak (late Prime Minister
of Malaysia) and bee Kuan Yeuw (present Prime Minister of Singapore). Under the rule of this elite class who
largely served the British interests, it was not surprising to find that the vast economic interests of British
remained intact even after independence.

Today, 22 years after independence, the Malaysian economy still bears the prominant features of foreign
domination. According to the Third Malaysia Plan, in 1975, foreign companies continued to own some 60% of
our country's productive assets. Foreign domination in major sectors of the Malaysia economy results in
massive outflow of capital as repatriation of profits and dividend payments. It is significant to note that in the
period of 1957/75 1500 million pounds in profit were expropriated from Malaysia and Singapore, an amount
almost enough to pay for the running of 130 universities for one year. Thus foreign domination of our economy
has led to a general shortage of funds for the development of more institutions of higher learning. Till today



only 0.1% of Malaysians have the opportunity to attend tertiary institutions

Racial Discrimination
During the colonial rule, a 'Divide and Rule' tactic was adopted by the British. 'Malay Special Rights' were

given to the Malays. After independence of Malaya, similar tactic was used. A consequence of the Malay
privileges was the creation of a bureaucratic (mainly Malay) class during the period 1957/1969.

This Malay bureaucratic class had the personal ambition of profiting from the capitalist system adopted by
the then government. However, their attempts to make in-roads into the established capitalist sector controlled
by the foreigners and Chinese were largely failed. The May 13th 1969 incident marked a turning point of their
effort as Tun Abdul Razak representing the interests of the new Malay bureaucratic class were able to replace
Tengka Abdul Rahman who represented the aristocratic interest. Other than trying to increase the employment,
trade and industry opportunities for the Malays, the new government also viewed education as one of the
opportunities for the Malay bureaucratic class to become rich as well as gaining social status.

Thus after the implementation of New Economic Policy by the government in 1970, there was a drastic
decrease in opportunities for the non-Malays in all sectors, including educational opportunities. For example,
the intake of Malays to tertiary institutions have increased from 49.7% to 65.1% in 1975 whereas the Chinese
decreased from 42.7% to 31.1% in the same year. This deprivation of educational opportunities are one of the
main causes of Malaysian Chinese going overseas.

Thus, we see that the two major causes of the large exodus of Malaysian students going overseas are due to:
Firstly, shortages of educational facilities as a consequence of past colonial rule and the present government
serving foreign interests. Secondly, racial discrimination due to racial policy of the present government.

The Budget: An end to the STB?

The Budget: A Crisis for Student Bursaries
It has been the trend in recent years that whenever there is an increase in the level or a significant change

to the bursary system it will be announced in the Budget. Consequently students should be looking to the 1979
Budget which will be announced by Mr Muldoon on Thursday 21 June.

In the first term considerable concern and agitation was expressed by thousands of university and technical
institute students. The fuel for this was provided by a confidential document written by the Department of
Labour which stated that in order to restore the value of the Standard Tertiary Bursary (STB) to its 1976 level
(the year of its introduction) to take into account inflation and tax changes it would have to be increased by $9
per week for 1980.

This document was 'leaked' to Wellington's Evening Post and the call for an immediate $9 increase was
taken up by the New Zealand University Students' Association (NZUSA). As a result a campaign was launched
which led to thousands of university and technical institute students throughout the country participating in
organised protests in appalling weather conditions on 11 April.

Actual cuts to the STB
Although the '$9 deal' paper of the Department of Education proved that NZUSA's long-standing criticisms

of the inadequacy of the STB were valid, particularly with regard to the level, there is a very strong move by
the Government to actually cut, in real terms, the value of the STB. Since 1976 it has been content to allow the
indirect eroding effects of inflation to do this. But now it is considering more direct methods.

In its 1975 election manifesto the National Party said it was going to introduce a 'new reformed bursary.'
This was designed to undermine a certain degree of popularity that the then Labour Government had with
students following the announcement by Finance Minister Tizard in the 1975 Budget of its intention to
introduce the STB in 1976. The very clear impression given by National through its Education Spokesman Les
Gandar was that this 'new reformed bursary' would be brighter and better than the STB.

Three and a half years, two conferences and one Review of Financial Assistance for Post-Compulsory
Study with its Steering Committee and three working parties later students are still waiting for this new
reformed bursary.

It now appears that we are on the verge of being told what this 'new reformed bursary' will be and
Damocles' Sword will be lifted on 21 June. But rather than an improvement on the STB it is expected to be a



considerable dismantlement of it by a twofold process of cuts - loans and means - testing.
At the moment the STB is based on a grant system at two rates - the abated rate and the unabated rate.

There is a slightly higher level on both rates for students in their fourth year or more.
The following changes are expected to the current system. - There will be one basic grant which will be at

the abated rate. It is possible that this rate may be increased slightly ($19 and $22.50). This grant will be
supplemented to the equivalent unabated rate by a student loan which will be made available on hardship
grounds. The criteria for eligibility for this loan will be determined by means-testing. However this
means-testing is likely to go by another name. This will be budget testing - a system which is supposedly based
on patterns of student income and expenditure. However, it is hard to conceive of such a system not involving
parental means-testing.

There are three reasons for expecting such a 'new reformed bursary'. These are:-
• Usually reliable sources.
• The drift of comments made by Treasury and the Department of Education at the last meeting of the

Steering Committee of the Government Review of Financial Assistance for Post Compulsory Study.
• Such a system would be a very effective method of cutting bursary expenditure. Loans are more of a

long-term cut but also in a period of uncertain employment prospects guaranteed indebtness is no
incentive to take out a loan. Means-testing meanwhile is a very effective way of immediate cost gutting.

Why Loans should be Opposed
• First of all it means reducing the amount given to students in the form of a grant. A grant does not have to

be repaid; a loan does. The present STB is a grant.
• The danger of a two-tier system with grant and loan components is that the grant component will

proportionally diminish and the loan component increase. Sweden has such a system. When introduced in
1964 the grant component represented about 25% of the total assistance. By 1968 it was 22% and in late
1975 it was down to 15%.

• It has not been shown that where loans have been introduced they have been successful in fact an OECD
study concluded that no perfect loans system has yet been introduced. Attempts to introduce loans in
Australia and Britain have failed.

• For a loan system to be just, a tertiary qualification would have to be a guarantee of future lucrative
employment so that students will readily be able to pay back their debts.

However in New Zealand this does not appear to be the case. As Treasury noted in its submission to
the 1977 Bursaries Conference:

"....One factor we would see operating against extensive use being made of loans in New Zealand is
the fairly egalitarian relativity of wages. In the first few years at least most graduates are not paid
significantly more than the average wage."

• New Zealand's unemployment situation suggests that the introduction of a loans scheme with the
subsequent repayments would be inopportune. The following figures taken from the Vice Chancellors'
Committee's Graduate Employment survey suggests an alarming and politically sensitive trend.

A break down into selected disciplines for 1977 and 1928 is also pertinent.
Furthermore the general situation in white-collar employment is not encouraging. The March 1979Monthly

Abstract of Statistics provides some insight into trends in this area where many ex-students can be expected to
be employed.

Registered Unemployed — Professional, Technical and
Clerical.
• A loans system does have an inherent bias towards graduates and against non-graduates. In the United

States those who default on their repayments tend to be non-graduates. NZUSA understands that a large
number, about 40% of those who enter university do not graduate. Non-graduates are more likely to be in
a difficult position to repay their loans.

Why Means-testing should
• It is an invasion of the [unclear: stud] parents privacy.
• It assumes that students [unclear: shcially] dependent on their [unclear: pare]
• It is ill equipped to cater [unclear: fo] differing attitudes towards [unclear: fin] porting their off-spring

[unclear: throug] pulsory study.



• There is a great scope for for [unclear: a] as parental unwillingness, [unclear: arbit][unclear: pport] from
relatives and [unclear: friend]

• There could easily be an an ween the ages of majority and dependence.
• In Norway, Sweden and [unclear: the] where it has been tried there [unclear: h nite] move away from

parental
• The West German [unclear: experien] that means testing may [unclear: deter e] dents from applying This

[unclear: may] the low number of applicants [unclear: f] tested Special Hardship [unclear: Allows]
Zealand.

• Means-testing in Australia, [unclear: a] Germany and the United [unclear: king] under strong criticism
[unclear: especiall] dent organisations.

• Implementing means [unclear: testing] most certainly involve [unclear: enquirie][unclear: nancial]
situation of students. [unclear: ure] would be expected to do this periences with the Hardship [unclear:
an] ship Allowances many [unclear: universit] der such enquiries to be an [unclear: unr] vasion of their
students' privacy Because of the increased load [unclear: universi-] would be very reluctant to take means
[unclear: ing] on especially considering they are [unclear: d] pressed by work on the STB.

Alan Phillips
Drawing of a man using an axe

[unclear: es] for Students — Another Attack
As well as cutting the value of the STB [unclear: nflation], loans and means testing [unclear: Go-ment] is

also likely to increase the [unclear: fi-cial] burden on tertiary students by use of fees.
In May, Prime Minister Muldoon [unclear: announ-] that private overseas students (outside South Pacific

basin) would have to pay [unclear: e] of $1500 per year Discriminatory fees [unclear: e] introduced for
overseas students in [unclear: Bri-] The British experience was that this [unclear: i] then used as a basis for
instituting and [unclear: n] increasing fees for British-born students, [unclear: ications] are that this precedent
will be [unclear: fo-ved] in New Zealand. The first part has [unclear: al-dy] happened.

[unclear: at] the 'New Reformed Bursary' [unclear: uld] really
be like

There are three areas with the present [unclear: a] where major reforms are needed.

1. Inadequate Grant-In-Aid
The underlying principle behind the [unclear: bur-y] is that it is a partly supportive allowance [unclear:

ich] is to be supplemented by vacation [unclear: ear-gs]. It is not intended to be a fully [unclear: suppor-s]
allowance (as student-teacher allowances [unclear: or] a living wage.

But the ability of the bursary to be an [unclear: equate] grant-in-aid has been severely [unclear: re-ted] by
the inability of the private [unclear: sec-or] the traditional source of student [unclear: em-yment] to employ
students during the [unclear: mmer] vacation.

This has become increasingly evident in the 1977-78 and 1978-79 vacations. In the former at one stage
1494 tertiary students were registered as unemployed while in the latter it was as high as 1519. Most of the
potential unemployed were absorbed by the Government sponsered Student Community Service Programme.

But a related side-effect of this is underemployment. Although many tertiary students can obtain full-time
employment through the SCSP the actual duration of working time is often less than in a full employment
situation. Also there is no overtime in SCSP. Consequently the earning power of many students has diminished.

Unemployed and underemployed students are not the only ones affected. Women students who tend to get
jobs with lower pay rates, students living in areas where seasonal employment is not readily available, and
students who are required by their courses to keep studying over the vacation or to work-in unpaid or low paid
jobs face particular problems.

For these reasons the Standard Tertiary Bursary has proved to be significantly inadequate as a grant-in-aid
system, let alone a fully supportive allowance, and consequently NZUSA is not only campaigning for a large
increase in the base bursary level but also the permanent continuation of the SCSP.

2. Indexation
There is no set system of guaranteed increases to the base level of the bursary. The Government's policy is

to annually review the bursary to take into account increased costs. Its rationale behind this is flexibility.



But this flexibility is not in the interest of university and technical institute students. In reality it means
giving students as little if any, as possible. The size of the increase largely depends on the strength of NZUSA a
at a given time.

Under the guise of flexibility the bursary level as set out in 1976 has significantly diminished in real terms
because of double digit inflation. For this reason NZUSA advocates the indexation of the bursary to an
appropriate cost-of-living formula. An example of the type of index that could be used is the Consumer Price
Index.

Until the bursary is indexed as costs rise, especially in the basic fields of food, accommodation and
text-books, it becomes increasingly inadequate as a grant-in-aid scheme.

The '$9 deal' paper of the Department of Education reveals the extent of the loss of value through inflation.
This $9 is based on the STB level at the time of introduction in 1976. However, since the time of announcement
in May 1975 the STB has declined in value by 23%.

3. Abatement
Apart from the failure of the bursary to keep up with inflation it has been the abatement which has caused

the most controversy. - Its effect is that the bursary is "abated" or reduced by $11 per week for students who do
not have to live away from home to attend a university or a technical institute. The assumptions behind this
system are that parents should contribute to a student's keep and that students should live at home. In other
words the abatement is a crude form of means-testing.

It is the abatement which has caused so many of the major anomalies in the bursary. These include:—
• There is no age limit on abatement regulations as there is, for example on the unemployed benefit which

pays a higher allowance to those over 20 years of age. In one case a forty year old woman and her son,
attending university as full-time students received abated bursaries because they were both 'living at
home.'

• Married students receive abated bursaries on the grounds that they are "living at home." The exception is
that two full-time students married, or married de facto, to each other receive the full bursary.

• Students who are separated, divorced or widowed are treated as though married and receive the abated
bursary.

• Orphans are abated when they reach the age of majority. While a minor, an orphan receives an unabated
bursary, unless his or her guardians live in the town where he / she studies. But when the orphan reaches
the age of majority he or she is treated as independent and having no home other than where he or she
lives, and is automatically abated.

• If a student has lived away from his or her parent's home town and the parents move to the same town as
the student, the student's bursary will be automatically abated — even if the student and parents lived
apart for years.

• In some cases a student parents live so far away from a tertiary institution that it is impractical to expect
the student to to live at home. If, for example the student between the home and the institution exceeds
48km; the home is situated more than 2.4 km from the nearest public transport; or travelling tine one-way
between the home and the institution exceeds one and half hours, the student can live away from home
and get the full bursary. But these rules are arbitrary and it is bad luck for the student who just falls
outside them.

• Students may attend a tertiary institution outside their home town and receive unabated bursaries if their
chosen course of study or major subject is not available in their home town. The exception is students
living in the Auckland urban-area. They can attend a university outside Auckland and receive an unabated
bursary, whatever their course of study This measure was designed to take pressure of growing student
numbers off Auckland University but is nonetheless anomalous.

• A student whose parents live overseas, or move overseas permanently, is granted the abated rate.

Are the Cute Inevitable?
The short answer is no, but this rests solely with students themselves. Government will only act if enough

students are angry, agitated and active in protests a— gainst the cuts. It was largely through mass student
pressure that the STB was originally introduced in 1976 and subsequently the level increased albeit
inadequately. We are now in the position that the 'alternative government', the Labour Party, is actually
committed to the principle of indexation.

Changes and amendments to the Budget can be made up to two days prior to its announcement.
Consequently NZUSA is organising, through its seven constituents, a nation-wide week of protests calling for
opposition to the cuts and instead for an immediate increase to the level of the bursary (as well as for indexation



and abolition of the abatement.)
Ian Powell
NZUSA Research Officer
At Victoria, we are having a rally in Pigeon Park on Wednesday, 13 June. Daring this rally, the Minister of

Education, Mervyn Wellington, will be brought out and put on public trial for crimes against the education and
thus the people of this country.

We expect the verdict to be severe, and the sentence will reflect the nature of the crimes: an education cut
will be aimed at his neck.

Merv Mumbles
Now that the cuts in university spending are out in the open, Mery Wellington is finally coming out of his

shell and offering his suggestions on how the cuts can be made. It appears however that there is considerable
confusion between the views of the Minister who imposed the cuts and those bodies that actually have to
implement them.

Printed below is a transcript of an interview with the Minister on Radio New Zealand last Monday.
Radio New Zealand: "The University Grants Committee estimates the cost of electricity rises this year will

be 1314 'million dollars throughout the universities. This on top of the three million dollar cut announced last
week means 4 out of 6 Universities will have to find ways of saving nearly a million dollars this year. While
Universities maintain that the long term effects of the cuts will be drastic the Minister of Education, the Hon.
M. L Wellington doesn't agree."

Mery Wellington: "Well, what I would expect the Universities to do is to look towards rationalising their
courses, ah.......we already have a degree of rationalisation, there are only a number of engineering
schools.....there are only a limited number of medical schools, there is only one dentistry school. We may well
have reached the the time in New Zealand where we have to extend that principle across other courses."

"Well do you think there is an argument for perhaps closing some departments in some Universities?
"Where there is very little justification for maintaining those I would think it was a fair proposition to

examine that yes!"
"What kind of courses would you be thinking of there?"
"Well some of the um.......perhaps Romance Languages to name one as an extreme example Susan.....the

very sorts of areas where there is considerable duplication from University to University!"
"How do you retort if the Universities decided that they should restrict entry to students?""
Well that would be contrary to Government attitude and Government policy and Government philosophy

and I think there has been a degree of over-reaction in recent days and I will just repeat that I believe the
Universities will have to look towards rationalisation and I don't think um...... that it is an unfair exercise for
them to take on board. What in fact we do have is an expenditure level of $160,000,000 a year and that for a
student population of about 42,000 and the Universities really in effect are being asked to do no more and no
less than other sectors of State activity and that is take a restraint for the moment."

Drawing of a big man and a small man
Note: The figure of $160 million is broken up as follows: —
While the Minister is entitled to his views, it is not one that is shared by the universities themselves. Dr

Robin Irvine, Chairman of the New Zealand Vice-Chancellors' Committee said that the Minister was incorrect,
when he announced that he assumed that the saving asked for could be made in non-salary items. At Vic
anyway it seems that a large portion of the cut will come from savings in the salary area, mainly through
non-appointment of staff.

While the Universities are extremely reluctant to make cuts in salary items, they, if not the Minister, have
realised that it will be simply impossible, without effectively ruining the universities, to make the cuts in
non-salary items alone. It's hard to say if Mery has recognised this or not In one breath he states that the cuts
can be made in non-salary items, yet in the next he asserts that the universities should 'rationalise' some of their
courses. In governmental parlance one can interchange the two words 'rationalise' and 'eliminate'.

So Mery is asking for universities to eliminate courses - in other words make a saving by sacking staff (or
that would be the inference if Mery had not already said he didn't want, or think it necessary that, the cuts to
come out of salary items.)

Also in the interview Mery says that he doesn't want the universities to move to the principle of restricted
entry. Yet Auckland University is currently adopting a policy that is very close to just that. Furthermore Dr
Johns (Chairman of the University Grants Committee) has said that in his opinion, if long term cuts are made,
the universities will have to institute restricted entry.



In the course of this short interview we have seen the Minister of Education say:
• That he doesn't think the universities should make the saving demanded of them by cutting expenditure in

salary items. But that the universities should make savings by deleting entire departments and
(presumably) sacking the staff formerly employed by them.

• That universities should not adopt restricted entry, Even Though the UGC has said that the Minister's
proposals are going to 'force' the universities to do just that.

Do you feel confident with a Minister of Education like that?
Budget Night Wake Drown your budget sorrows Come and have your last cheap drink and witness the

continuing saga of education cuts — Lounge and Smoking Room on Budget Night T.V. and Radio provided.
Everyone welcome. Bring your friends. And the morning after..... Rally at the Cenotaph Fight the cuts On the
day after the budget there will be a lunch time rally at the Cenotaph to protest the continuing cute to education.
Come along and oppose the cute!

[unclear: Comment][unclear: for] Tees

[unclear: meo] my Nightmare
[unclear: Wednesday] 6th June at 6.00 pm, I [unclear: thaigh] the door of the Boardroom [unclear: nd], an

observer, a meeting of the [unclear: xecutive], with the intention of [unclear: the] - called Maoist, Cornmy,
Red [unclear: es] in action against our [unclear: defen-w] dear to students", Andrew [unclear: I fend] out of
course that there are [unclear: e] but a clique? What a load of

[unclear: we] strongly about the criticisms [unclear: Mr] Tees and, as an average [unclear: stu-felt] I
should see if those [unclear: circum] we founded.

[unclear: at] I countered was nothing less than [unclear: is] (say I shouldn't insult the circus' [unclear:
fining] animals.) Its not that there [unclear: thg] wrong with the hardworking [unclear: was] just that the
ringmaster was [unclear: gdiot] that was out of his depth.

[unclear: ho] on dear reader, before you stop [unclear: th] letter with the comments "Fuck [unclear: noth]
Marxist," I feel I should justify. [unclear: m] being an average student.

[unclear: a] st year B.A. student. Like the [unclear: ent] I loathe Professor Clarke, [unclear: age] student, I
attend SRC not [unclear: $'s] are any good but because SRC [unclear: t] in the same room that I like [unclear:
y nch] in Like the average student [unclear: der] whether couldn't have done [unclear: nore] productive with
$43 than gi[unclear: e] students association; something [unclear: shi] it down a sewer I am not in any [unclear:
lied] with any political party, and I [unclear: g] up to believe that "Marxism", [unclear: al] sin. At the recent
SGM I [unclear: vo GAIST] the no-confidence motion, [unclear: now] regret, and like many [unclear: stued]
against the motion because [unclear: t] any of the "leftist clique" to [unclear: sident].

[unclear: the] exec' meeting Mr Tees [unclear: stri-][unclear: down], and calls the meeting to [unclear: ld]
behold he forgot that you [unclear: e] a quorum. Five minutes [unclear: la- ing] and buying chips, he calls
[unclear: t]; to order.

[unclear: end] of ten minutes. I considered [unclear: i] ways do that in an acutely [unclear: em-ituation].
You know that feeling [unclear: en] watching Lucille Ball in "Heres [unclear: takes] you feel embarrassed for
the [unclear: cipants]. Well, I had that same [unclear: fee-] that Mr Tees wasn't funny ([unclear: al-gh] took
nothing seriously), only [unclear: de-l] pathetic.

[unclear: etty] young ladies that I know think [unclear: cause] his trousers are always too [unclear: im]
Well, thank God something [unclear: ttention] away from his obvious [unclear: ins] when it comes to [unclear:
administrai] the meeting someone mentions hat stirs up quite a bit of [unclear: argu-airness] I won't say what
the out - I"ll leave that up to Mr Tees when [unclear: gets] around to making up During the course of this
discus[unclear: ces] was criticised for his lack of [unclear: re] presidential duties, to which with such mature
comments as you arrogant animal", and when [unclear: o] his own exec, "Bastards", "[unclear: mind-ds]". etc
etc etc, in a display that [unclear: alt] the intelligence of a below a-[unclear: l] former.

[unclear: s] here paper it would be impossible [unclear: u] any idea of how bad this guy [unclear: reaa] out
that I happen to agree in some [unclear: t] Mr Tees' views i.e. paying more to campus problems than some
[unclear: n] the other side of the world, but [unclear: ay] that he carries out those views [unclear: adily]
eroding away a group of [unclear: de-ple] who have decided to stick out instead of taking the easy way
[unclear: esigning] (with a few exceptions of [unclear: li].

[unclear: nny] thing is that although I find [unclear: o] embarrassingly pathetic in his [unclear: p] etc, he is



still a very sincere hard [unclear: guy] whose personal attributes are many and varied, unfortunately
administration is not one of those attributes.

Finally dear reader I urge You to attend the next exec meeting (ask at studass for date) but get drunk at
SASRAC before you go because if Mr Tees is up to his usual bungling form, you'll need the fortification of a
bottle of scotch to stop yourself crying in frustration at his incompetence and the fact that the majority of you
helped keep him as president when we had the chance to oust him.

Mr Tees take note and remember: "Consider well what your strength is equal to, and what exceeds your
ability." (Horace).
G. Moore - Jones.

Music

Split Enz concert
Last Sunday's concert by Split Enz in the Town Hall promised much, following their dazzling performance

only two months ago, but unfortunately gave very little.
It had its moments, sure, but overall the concert suffered from a lack of vitality on the part of the Enz,

excessive crowd-baiting and, worst of all, a television film crew complete with talking head Roger Gascoigne.'
For some reason a concert that is being filmed is much harder to get into than one where there is just the

audience and the band. Always in the back of your mind is the idea that you are only a film extra and that the
band are not playing for you at all, instead they are playing for the cameras.

The effect was the same at last year's so-called Byrds concert, a concert by three of that group's original
members (Roger Mc-Guinn, Gene Clark and Chris Hillman) held in the State Opera House. At least at that,
though, they were kind enough to put the mobile camera on stage behind the band.

Distracting as it was to see it, complete with two-man crew, going skating on its castors from one side of
the stage to the other, it was nothing like having a camera down amongst the audience in front of the stage as
they did at Split Enz.

Several rows of seats had been removed to make room for it, but before the Enz even came on stage after
support band The Swingers had finished, this area was full of punters out to enjoy themselves, which after all is
what they had paid their money to do.

Once the concert started, however, the camera crew's desire to get "all the good shots" meant that they kept
pushing their way through the dancing masses. If it had not been for the youth fulness and peaceful nature of
the people in that part of the audience there could have been trouble. If a film crew had tried the same thing at
the last Lou Reed concert or at Graham Parker and the Rumour's Wellington concert I suspect they would have
had a brawl on their hands.

Also, in order to aim filming, the stage and the stalls section of the hall were lit up like the proverbial
Christmas tree. Vocalist Tim Finn, who seemed pissed off about something (the cameras perhaps?) from the
moment he walked on stage, demanded after the first few songs that the lights illuminating the audience be
turned off. "The most important thing tonight is that we all have a good time," he told the audience.

But, for me anyway, that wasn't to be. The treble with Split Enz is that they seem to be worse each time I
see them. Their best concert, in my opinion, was the first one I saw, the first concert they did after their 19 75
tour of Australia.

I thought they were brilliant. Mind you, they were still doing such classic songs as "Maybe", "Under the
Wheel", "Spellbound" and of course, the one that never made it onto record, "Midnight Stampede".

Also Robert Gillies, in my opinion, not one of the world's bettor saxophonists, hadn't blessed them with his
doubtful presence at that stage.

Their farewell concert before going to Britian was also good, but when they came back, minus half the
original members, for the "Dizrhythmia" tour they were bloody awful.

I decided then not to bother seeing them again and it was only a last minute decision that saw me at their
concert two months ago. Much to my delight the band totally vindicated themselves at that concert and once
again earned the right to be hailed as the Best Band Ever To Come Out Of New Zealand. While most of the old
songs were gone, although they did play "Time for a Change", the new ones were strong and more importantly
the Enz put everything they had into them.

Why after that performance the one last Sunday was such a "going through the motions" display I do not
know, but the prescence of the film crew certainly helped.. Like the people of New Guinea who believe that



each time their photograph is taken they lose part of their soul, I think the television cameras stole the soul of
last Sunday's Split Enz concert.

Banish exam Tension ! MIXED SAUNA - - - Phone 768 308 Atlantis Sauna 157 Karori Road Karori,
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day-to-day tasks in Education Smaller Businesses Financial Planning Scientific Research apple computers CED
Distributors Limited Box 72-053 Auckland Phone 486-200 computer assisted Instruction (CAI), student/tutor
research at all educational levels — in all disciplines, administration. and development See the Apple II, the
Commodore Pet and the TRS80 at Calculator Centre Auckland Lorne Street, back of 246. Phone 370-326
Christchurch 201 High Street, between Tuam & Lichfield Phone 60-504 Dunedin 134 Stuart Street (Eclipse
Radio & Hobbies) Phone 778-102

Seeing Red

Women's Film Festival
Image of a woman screaming
In June and early July of this year, the New Zealand Students' Arts Council is touring a programme of

women's films around the country. The films, made by women and focusing on women, cover an ambitious
range of issues: from the historical perspective on women fighting for union rights in the 1930's to the present
situation of women in society: how they believe they appear to others, how they act and make decisions in a
social context, how the myth of womanhood is perpetuated; from the struggles of coming to terms with
relationships within the family and with other men and women, to the intensely personal and creative aspects of
rinding one's own self in the tangle of the mind. The unifying factor in such a bewildering diversity of themes
seemed to be the consistent anger felt by the film-makers and expressed in the films about the status of women
in society, and so we've called the programme 'Seeing Red.'

The festival has been brought about by a visit from Carole Kostanich, a feminist film-maker and former
New Zealander now living in Sydney who approached the Students' Arts Council with a package of films from
the Sydney Filmmakers Co-operative. Carole is excited about the work of the Coop and the possibilities of film,
and her enthusiasm is catching. She cares desperately that New Zealand women see these films.

Carole's visit to New Zealand is significant. Few Australian film-makers have the time, energy or money to
spend on a New Zealand public which in general supports the monopolistic commercial film circuit. But Carole
was raised in this country and feels an obligation to give some feedback to the growing women's movement in
this country, as well as to reaching a wider audience of women here who may as yet feel that the movement has
no validity or power to change their lives.

The programme consequently tries to reach out to all women. Size 10 (Col. 20 min.) is a conscious attempt
by the film-makers and the women filmed to understand the notion of idealized and commercialized female
beauty — and don't we all want to be size 10? How do you begin to break free from the conditioning which has
insisted on hairless legs, sweet-smelling armpits and shapely breasts? It isn't easy. Similarly, The Selling of the
Female Image, (Col. 9 mins.) Carole's own film, focuses on the powerful medium of commercial advertising on
television which is bent on projecting women in stereotyped and restricting roles 'Why do all the men get to be
scientists and chemists?' What the film-makers are emphasising is the powerlessness a woman feels about her
own body and her growing sense of alienation from it. It effectively means that she is wasting her valuable
energy trying to reconcile the myth of the body beautiful with her own apparently imperfect continually
changing appearance and capabilities. And naturally enough, a woman's personality and ability to act in the
world are impaired in an effort to reconcile the two. To complicate matters (for the woman, that is), the
multi-million dollar fashion industry is continually changing the ideal of so-called beauty and enormous
amounts of time, money and female resources are being expended trying to keep up with these changes. As
Penny Gulliver says in her article The Magic Moment Never Comes' (Film newsDecember 1978), This keeps
most women in a constant state of waiting for worth whileness.' Is it any wonder that the film-makers feel
angry?

In contrast to the analysis of the myth of womanhood, Maidens, (Col. 33 mins.) looks at one woman's
attempt to find her identity, a self that feels real. The film is a compilation documentary of the film-maker's
maternal family using old photographs, slides, home movies and excerpts from [unclear: sor] historical



women's films. [unclear: Throu] four generations of these [unclear: wome] Jeni Thornley traces their [unclear:
relatio] ships with each other and the men, and their fight for survival a hard land - 'The women want love and
marry.' Jeni experience a crisis of identity, and desperate find herself, she seeks out her flection in mirrors, but
to no [unclear: av]'I am beginning to see me in[unclear: hi] and him in me.' The film faces [unclear: t] whole
question of Jem's [unclear: ment] paralysis, her hang-ups and [unclear: tensio] with an unstinting sense of
honest When the film ends, Jeni is [unclear: st] searching, but with the help [unclear: t] other women who
share her [unclear: grie] ances and have the love [unclear: a] strength to accuse each other, [unclear: je] feels
she is beginning to trace [unclear: th] pattern in her life.

With Babies and Banners[unclear: Co] 40 mins.) looks at the great [unclear: Gener] Motors strike in
Michigan in [unclear: t]1930's. It was the men [unclear: wh] decided to have a sit-down [unclear: strik]
protesting against working [unclear: conetions] and pay, but the women [unclear: wh] supported them
discovered the own mettle while the men [unclear: beseig] the factory. The women were [unclear: tin] of the
bureaucracy which gave [unclear: yo] a job because you were [unclear: good-loo ing] or a back-breaking
worker, [unclear: i] working conditions where then were no safety precautions an toilet breaks were timed.
They a determined to force the hands [unclear: e] General Motors for their rights, [unclear: a] a time when
union meetings [unclear: we] held in coal sheds, and being member meant getting fired. [unclear: Th] film
looks at the struggle of [unclear: thos] women involved to gain their right as workers, and shows how it
[unclear: wa] their anger that turned the tide [unclear: i] that fight. When General Motor signed the agreement
to the workers' demands on February 1 1937, not only had a victory bee won against the world's larges
corporation but also against [unclear: th] entrenched attitude towards women in society.

From the historical perspective we look to the present. Elsie, (b/w 15 mins.) shows the running of [unclear:
th] Elsie Women's Refuge in Sydney and how the women participate in the collective decision-making
[unclear: o] the organization, decisions which are ultimately political statement about the power of women to
do something about their status [unclear: in] society.

Women in fact have very little idea that they can bring about change possibly because so few of then have
ever had a real sense of responsibility. They have no idea [unclear: o] their history in implementing change and
to begin to see themselves as significant in this process means challenging their [unclear: traditiona] notions of
history, confronting the apparent gulf between the persona and the political, the private and the public. And
these films help us to do that: we can see the experiences of women uniting to express anger, and to fight
oppression.

To see red isn't to waste energy It's to state that women are no longer prepared to be intimidated Our anger
is the first positive step towards bringing about change.
Christine McIndoe

FILMS Wednesday — 13 June— 5.30 pm memorial theatre Thursday— 14 June — 8pm museum theatre
Supper and Discussion Student Union Lounge

Music

Talking Heads Interview;
Salient's enterprising reporter, Mark Wilson, [unclear: recely] managed to snatch an interview with

Talking Heads during their whirlwind [unclear: touf] New Zealand. And this is what he [unclear: ou].....
An [unclear: interview] with David Byrne from Talking leads.
[unclear: A] stage and record he possesses a [unclear: vo-cal] unique in its abandonment, but in [unclear:

conersaton] David Byrne, Talking Heads' [unclear: sing] songwriter and guitarist, is the exact [unclear: oppite].
Shy, reserved, awkward, In seems like schoolboy who has been called up before he headmaster Rather than
feeling ill [unclear: atee] myself, I felt as if I was making him [unclear: nerus].

[unclear: ked] about the success of the tour so [unclear: he] band performed in Dunedin and [unclear: Ch]
church before coming to Wellington), [unclear: dav] said that the audience response had very enthusiastic and
that the band [unclear: really] enjoying their visit.

[unclear: e] New Zealand dates are the start of [unclear: te] by the band that will see them on [unclear: ad]
until December, he said, going [unclear: firall] to Australia, then Japan and finally tough Europe. "It won't be
as hectic our last tour of Europe (in early 1977 we'll be playing fewer cities than befor'

[unclear: d] by way of a "break", although it [unclear: souls] to me like a busman's holiday, [unclear:
Davided] he'd be returning to New York for [unclear: a work] and a half in between the tour of Australia and



that of Japan to finish [unclear: mixim] the band's new album Fear Of Music. The like their second album
More Songs [unclear: abt] Buildings And Food is being produced by Brian Eno. Eno has been [unclear: criti-]
regarding his work on More Songs of [unclear: nating] the record and dehumanising the [unclear: the] and's
sound, so I asked David if he thoght this criticism valid.

Photo of a Talking Heads band member
It seemed to be a question that he has had to field before. He said that the sound on the second album is

"mostly our own sound" and Eno "just happens to be the type of person who likes that sort of thing." 'A lot of
people think that a lot of the things they hear on the record are his doing but they're ours. Some are his but not
as many as some people think."

Regarding the songs on the new album, David said that they followed much the same style as those on the
other two "although some of the new songs are more psychedelic." Naturally enough, he seemed to
immediately regret his choice of adjective.

The original Talking Heads (keyboardist Jery Harrison didn't join until the band's 1977 British debut),
having been formed at the Rhode Island School of Design by Byrne, drummer Chris Frantz and bassist Martina
Weymouth, turned professional in 1974 when they debuted at CBGB's - the club that became known as the
birthplace of American "new wave" bands. Because of the connection. Talking Heads picked up many labels at
the start of their career, perhaps the strangest being "thinking person's punk."

Asked if such labels had any meaning as far as the band were concerned, David replied that they probably
do "to the people who wrote them." "I've always found labels a bit inadequate," he says, "and also, bands don't
like to be labelled.

"We've had to live down some of the labels we've been given. When we first came out people thought we
were a punk band and that we would play a lot louder than we do. That made it difficult for us because there
were a lot of places we couldn't play."

Giving his opinion of the wealth of new bands on the music scene at the moment, David said that "about 80
percent" of them are not very good "but that's just personal taste." "I try to keep up with the new bands though,"
he adds.

Asked what music he likes listening to and where his influences lie, David replied that he's not sure that the
music he listens to actually influences his own writing. If anything though, he said, his main influence would
probably be "middle period James Brown." (Say no more, thought I, nodding knowingly and trying to
remember who James Brown is, or was)

"It veers off in all directions from there," he continues (phew), "some sounds like country and western and
some sounds more like something else."

It seems the fashion at the moment for a band to have an overall stance or aim contained in their music
apart from the traditional "let's have a good time" approach, witness the Clash's "we're still with the kids" and
Devo's "back to the slime" philosophies, so I asked David if there was anything he was especially trying to say
through his songs.
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"There probably is but I'm not sure what it is," he replied. "I'm not very clear about what the aim is in terms

of something that I'm trying to get across or anything like that."
Deciding to give up on that question I asked him what the band planned to do after completing their tour in

December. He replied that they haven't made any plans yet, although they are expected to make another record
then.

"We'll see how it goes though. We can't make a record if we don't have enough songs by then," he said.

Concert Review;
Last Tuesday night's concert in the Town Hall was opened by some unknown by the name of Gary (or was

it Eric) Henderson who spoke more than he sang. With Reel to Real drummer and bassist he cruised through a
short set of light country/folk music

Then on came music's latest sound — Talking Heads. They opened up with The Big Country. Martina
Weymouth's bass thundered across with driving rhythm while Jerry Harrison on slide guitar played with a
genius for all to absorb.

The rhythm provided by husband and wife Weymouth and Frantz was astounding. Throughout the concert
Weymouth's throbbing bass and Chris Frantz's fine driving work on drums had everyone in the stalls bouncing
while those in the balcony looked on in amazement.

Warning Sign followed. David Byrne, lead vocals, songwriter and lead guitar, said little between songs, but
gave everything he had in them. The originality and variation in his vocals just have to be heard to be believed.



He is even more expressive and takes further liberties than on the two studio albums.
Two songs from Talking Heads '77 followed — Love goes To A Building on Fire and The Book I Read -

and the momentum was climbing from fast to faster.
A few tracks from the forthcoming album Fear of Music were played and these displayed the same quality

and style found on 77 and their last album More Songs About Buildings And Food. Harrison gave the Eno-like
touch with his brilliant display on keyboards. During the concert he played on both guitar and keyboards
soundly.

The excellent Found A Job led up to the climax of the show in Psycho Killer. Again Weymouth's driving
bass and Frantz's drums were amazing. Byrne and Harrison on guitar were playing with power and agility. The
energy being poured out over the audience left all stunned. At one stage Martina Weymouth left the stage and
grabbed another bass, and finally settled for a guitar. But still the pace never slackened.

Suddenly they were gone, but they soon returned and Take Me To The River reverberated through the hall.
Three encores in all (which , for $10 a ticket I suppose was a necessity), completed a great concert. David

Byrne's amazing vocals, Martina Weymouth's excellent bass, Chris Frantz's find drumming and ex-Modern
Lover Jerry Harrison's guitar, keyboards and backing vocals removed all doubt in my mind at least, as to their
credibility in a live performance.
Nigel Parry.

Photo of a Talking Heads band member playing an instrument
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Records

Dylan's Heart Burns on

Bob Dylan at Budoken

So I'll make my stand
And Remain as I am
And bid farewell and not give a damn.
B. Dylan 1964

Well, here it is you veterans of Western Springs March 9th 1978, the album you've all been waiting for has
been released: Recorded in Japan just ten days before the Western Springs concert, Bob Dylan at Budoken
contains a good resume of the songs performed on that tour. It also provides the opportunity to listen more
closely to the radically rearranged versions of his songs that Dylan performs these days.

The Band is the same as that used on Street Legal except that Rob Stoner, and not Jerry Scheff, is on base
guitar. Compared with Street Legal this live album is not only superior in terms of recording quality, but Dylan
makes much better use of the talent in the band.

From the opening cut the changes in approach are very evident. This is not the man rushing through his
concerts without a spoken word portrayed on Before the Flood, nor is it the [unclear: stical] turbined figure on
Hard Rain. Gone are the somewhat rough backings by The Band and the guitar cluttered sound of the Rolling
Thunder Revue. Instead the songs are finely crafted and faultlessly performed. The personality of Dylan,
usually so dominant, is comparatively muted. Indeed, the emphasis is on the songs, not the man or his words,
and the melodic content of some of these is exploited for the first time.



These new versions can be disconcerting at first. To hear the intertwining melodies of a flute with Mr
Tambourine Man, a saxophone solo in Like A Rolling Stone and most of all the harmonies of the three backing
vocalists throughout, makes you wonder if this is the same Dylan who powers his way through a painful,
enigmatic Idiot Wind on Hard Rain.

On some songs, notably Ballad of a Thin Man, and to a lesser extent Going, Going, Gone and Knockin on
Heaven's Door, the arrangements sound a little forced and the raw emotion of the originals are lost in a myriad
of instrumentation.
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Overall, it is the slower ballads that benefit most from the dressing up Dylan gives them. The melodies of

flute, saxophone and violin are occasionally reminiscent of Van Morrison. Such songs as Blowin In The Wind,
Just Like a Woman and Simple Twist of Fate are sung with the gentlest voice Dylan has used in years. I Want
You is especially good, sung with just flute, organ, and guitar, and slowed down to about half the original
speed, making it a song of real longing and desire.

The other standard tracks are a superb reggae version of Don't think Twice, Its [unclear: As] right and an
energy packed, orchestral Its Alright Ma (I'm only Bleeding.) This is the first version of Its Alright Ma where
the music fully compliments the mean minded set of of lyrics.

No doubt this album will, once again bring a lot of criticism and cries of "sell' out". Funny how history
repeats itself Dylan was supposed to have sold out way back in 1965 when he played electric at the Newport
Folk Festival, turning his back on folk in favour of rock. Then again, that is a disco rhythm in Maggies Farm,
and faint overtones of disco turn up on one or two other tracks. I mean, if Dylan goes disco what hope is there?
Then again, one of Dylan's greatest talents is his ability to adapt styles, using what he wants to enhance his own
music Some of the song on this album are fifteeen or more years old, yet they still sound relevant and fresh
Dylan has given them a contemporary sound and what is more, he has done this well. [unclear: Bru]
Springsteen would not be ashamed of the saxophone and guitar solos displayed here.

There is no point in living in the past, and Dylan knows this as much as anyone. The [unclear: ality] to
change, grow and experiment is essential for a creative mind. This is the late seventies and the New Wave is
here. Dylan is too old to be a punk, he left all that behind 1966. His heart burns too brightly for him to ever be a
part of disco. This is Dylan being Dylan, which is what he has always done don't have to like it, but you have
got to admire the guts it must take to change these songs around so radically, and risk alienating the diehards
who want the "Old Dylan' or [unclear: ould] say the "Young Dylan".

To those of you who are Dylan freaks [unclear: an] thought the concert was great, this album is essential.
To those of you into Punk, if you haven't dismissed Dylan as a sixties has-been I'd advise you to stick to Hard
Rain to the of you who know little about Dylan, this album is as good as any place to start. Apart from that, the
overall quality of performance and music is enough reason to fork out the price of $14.99.
Andrew McCallum

VICTORIA BOOK CENTRE SALE Law, Commerce, Politics, History, Literature and many others ½
price or less

Film

The Pods are Back in Town
[unclear: Irne] city at the moment you've got a [unclear: ha] of four remakes Warren Beatty [unclear: nd

Baven] Can Wait, Don Sharp's The [unclear: Thire] Nine Steps, Philip Raul man's [unclear: In asio] of the
Body Snatchers, and (not [unclear: o h] a remake as yet another reteling) raco Zeffirelli's Jesus of Nazareth.

[unclear: Bore] discussing Invasion of the Body [unclear: naters], the most interesting (though not
[unclear: hi] of these new versions, here's a quick [unclear: consner] guide to the others:

[unclear: ven] Can Wait — sweet, substanceless, [unclear: mild] amusing but tends to be soggy in
[unclear: pa-ches] Refreshing in its innocence, but not to ruffle the complacent calm of [unclear: cy-e] me,
Dyan Cannon is funny, Julie [unclear: e] and Warren Beatty are good, James [unclear: masc] is boring.

[unclear: D] Thirty-Nine Steps — better than I expect but stil not as exciting as the 1935[unclear: ock]
version. Nonetheless, the [unclear: narra-tive] handled with assurance and the story [unclear: word] well even
without Hitch's handcuff [unclear: etism]. Robert Powell, makes a [unclear: dogged-y mpathetic] hero and
looks Strikingly but place in the 1914 setting.

[unclear: Jeas] of Nazareth — not only does [unclear: Wei] get a shorter version than Auckland [unclear:



wh] of course didn't see this [unclear: made-for-tele] epic in its entirety in the first [unclear: p-ace] we get (as
usual) a lousy print — scratches, rough cuts, damaged soundtrack, the works. But that aside, Zeffirelli does
quite well by the hallowed and oft-attemp-ted tale. He creates a canvas that looks like all the Sunday School
illustrations you've ever seen, come to life; but contributes enough original details and identifiably human
episodes to make the film satisfying for even the non-believer. The Nativity seems ridiculous and contrived, but
after that the film slowly picks up, and by the time we get to Gethsemane things are really moving. Rod Steiger
(Pontius Pilate) and Anne Bancroft (Mary Magdalene) are particularly good, Robert Powell is just divine as
Christ himself, a: d Michael York (John the Baptist) is, of course, awful.

And so to:

Invasion of the Body Snatchers
Directed by Philip Kaufman

Majestic
Just a few weeks ago, the Wellington Film Society screened the original Invasion of the Body Snatchers,

made in 1956 by Don Siegel. It's brilliant. Certainly one of the best science-fiction films ever made, for all its
simplicity and almost total absence of special effects, and a most memorable film in anybody's language.

But there are in it certain things that today's audience finds comic, especially the voice-over narration of the
hero (which runs along the lines of "I should have known then and there that something was wrong, that
somehow much much more was going on that met the eye, but I put it down to my anxiety at seeing Susan once
more.....etc, etc.), and the handling of the relationship between hero and heroine. Both facets seem pretty dated
— they certainly weren't 'sophisticated' enough for the Film Society audience, which reacted with superior
amusement — and so it seems there's some justification for remaking the film, up-dating it so as to remove
these barriers that tend to alienate a modern audience from what Siegel was saying way back in 1956.
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And in 1956, what Siegel was saying was pretty hot stuff. So potentially controversial, in fact, that he was

forced by the studio, once they were alerted to the film's political implications, to film a soft (happy) ending -
the one the film was released with.

Invasion of the Body Snatchers emerged directly from one of the blackest hours of Western democracy, the
hysterical anti-Communist trials led by senator Joe McCarthy, which fed off and further inflamed all of
America's paranoia, prejudice, and distrust. It was in many ways like the Nazi Party's campaign to make
scapegoats of the Jews — but more insidious and dangerous, because after all anyone, even your best friend or
a member of your own family, could be a secret Communist, hence pledged to your destruction. It was a time
when even the mere accusation of having present or past affiliation with the Communist Party could mean the
ruin of your career. Once thus accused, the only way to secure mercy from the Un-American Activities
Committee was to sell out your friends. Hollywood in particular, a notorious breeding ground for Reds,
suffered a severe backlash. Some movie land figures, like Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall, campaigned
against the McCarthyist madness. Others, like John Wayne (soon to recieve a Congressional Medal of Honour,
for God's sake), actively supported it. The two most famous 'literary' reactions to these events were Arthur
Miller's play. The Crucible (which deals with witch trials in Salem in the 1690's), and Siegel's Body Snatchers.

"They're Here!"
In the film people get replaced overnight by 'pods', a plantlike alien life form that perfectly duplicates

human beings, producing exact copies of individuals. The pod people, though, have no emotions, and can
experience none of the feelings we think of as being characteristically human. This dehumanizing spreads like a
malignant cancer through the small town closest to the area infected by the alien spores. In their desperate
attempt to warn the outside world, the few people alerted to the threat can trust no-one, not even their own
relatives or spouses. In Siegel's original ending, they are unsuccessful. In the released version (the one you may
have seen on TV a while back), the outside world is warned in time, and we assume that good triumphs.

The story works like a charm on both its sci-fi adventure and social commentary levels, and so I had high
hopes for Philip Kaufman's new version. But I was disappointed. Make no mistake about it: there are lots of
very good things, and some superb action scenes, in the movie. The special effects are impressive, the 'faults' in
the original are ironed out, and Kaufman makes some clever jokes — especially one involving the hero of the
original film, now nearly 25 years older, still running through the streets yelling "They're here!"

But something's missing. Except for a few scenes shortly after the interval, I never really felt for the
protagonists. In Siegel's film, despite their often cliched dialogue and the total dependence of the heroine on the
hero, I did identify strongly with the characters. It's largely a question of tone, I think; or ambeince, or



whatever. Or maybe it's just the fact that the new film follows the plot of the old one so slavishly, that for
anyone who's seen the original there's precious little suspense.

Even so, it's still very noticeable that the movie's best lines, and even camera set-ups, are lifted straight out
of Siegel.

A shame, because where Kaufman does new things, they're often very good. Back in 1956, the good guys,
pretending to be zombie-like pod people, get given away by a dog. Here the same thing happens, but the dog's a
real surprise — a mutant that has resulted, unpredictably, from earlier action in the film. Things like that make
the film worth seeing, so don't let me put you off, especially if you've never seen the first one.

But if you haven't, and you get a chance to, go.
Paul Hagan.

From the Courts

From the Courts
Photo from the film 'Invasion of the Body Snatchers'
[unclear: ew] Zealand taxpayers have a bill of [unclear: $2000] to pay now that Winston Peters [unclear:

ettled] his person into parliament As [unclear: aflilt] of a court decision Peters was [unclear: victous] over
Labours Malcolm Douglas in the contest for the Hunua seat (Salient 28 [unclear: ma].

[unclear: th] Peters and Douglas are entitled to [unclear: $1000] each in pay since the general [unclear:
electic] Section two of the Civil list, 1950. [unclear: en-til] Peters to claim back pay to the date of [unclear:
the] dection Despite the fact that Peters [unclear: sh dn't] even be in Parliament it is ridicule to pay him for
doing nothing. The [unclear: t] decision has been expensive for New [unclear: Zeand] Band both
democratically and financially [unclear: t's] obvious why Muldoon wants to cut [unclear: ation] expenditure —
the money is [unclear: nee-de] for Ins MP's. Next year when you sit [unclear: ring] in those lectures which are
still [unclear: he] heaters and half the lights off and [unclear: n] enough bursary to buy tea that night, [unclear:
I] sure you'll be comforted to know that [unclear: ston] Peters is very comfortable.

[unclear: or] those of you who don't get enough [unclear: dity] on the TV, here's some from real A man
who spent four hours in the [unclear: poli] station following a night's drinking took [unclear: ttle] of grapefruit
juice from a crate as he He said, when he appeared before Mr Hobbs SM that he was extremely [unclear: thir-]
and that he left 50 cents in the crate. [unclear: A] juice which was the property of the [unclear: Pocanteen] was
worth 49 cents. The [unclear: Podenied] that the man put the money in crate and that his friends did when the
man was apprehended.

The man, aged 23, was also charged with obscene language. He was fined $50 for the obscene language
and $30 for the theft of the grapefruit juice. An order was made for the return of the grapefruit juice.

What are the Police really trying to do? Imagine charging a man for such a petty, trivial thing. They got the
money for it, and they even made one cent profit. Was it really necessary to put the man $30 out of pocket for
it? Are the Police more interested in charging people than stopping crime — the two aren't synonomous.
Whatever the case the police must be very hard up to resort to such measures — everybody ensure that they buy
a ticket to the Police-mans ball — the cops need the money and there'll be plenty of grapefruit juice to drink.

Another man who stole a beer glass from the '1860' was fined $30. He had an interesting story to tell of
police brutality e.g. dragged from his car, punched, not allowed to use the toilet after being arrested and so on.
Perhaps it was the imagination of an intoxicated mind, apparently he was drunk at the time, but it could be a
continuation of what happened after the march on Parliament.

The Police are getting a bad name. Not all of them are all [unclear: th] it bad. It's just those whose ego's are
bigger than their brains and who are in fact no better than gang members who use violence for the sake of
violence. From what I saw of the march to Parliament the Police were just looking for trouble, the problem is
that when the Police start lashing out with the boot it's in the line of duty and therefore 'legal'.

Who looks into allegations of police brutality? There is no unbiased tribunal which investigates these
matters. When one remembers recent incidents in which large numbers of armed police were present such as
Muldoons political meeting in Dunedin last year, it is easy to be concerned. If there were armed police at the
march to Parliament, and no doubt there were then one might wonder what might have happened if one of them
had got trigger happy. The way things are going in this country that event is fast approaching.

Those of you who think siphoning petrol is a good way of topping up the tank on a Saturday night had
better reconsider. Mr Jaine SM informed a 23 year old man that a year ago such a crime was petty theft but this



is no longer the case especially as one can't buy petrol at the weekends. The man was fined $100.00 — fair
enough I wonder how the police keep their cars going all weekend — seen any suspicious characters in a funny
blue uniform carrying a long rubber hose lately?
Chris Conway

University Challenge
What order of monks were responsible for the liqueur, Benedictine?
Which Canadian rock superstar is a diabetic?
Who was Currer Bell?
What is azimuth?
When was Yuri Gagarin launched into space?
If you could answer four of the above five questions without blinking an eyelid, then perhaps you're who

we need to try for University Challenge. A series of eliminations will be run during the second half of the term,
st lunch-time in the Memorial Theatre. If you're interested could you please leave your name, courses you're
studying, and a contact point where you can be found during the second week of study break at Studass.

TV One rules for University Challenge stipulates that contestants must not have been in the programme
before, and that they must be full-time students. The programme itself will be shot in August, for screening
during September.

Student Health

Acne
Acne is a collective name for pimples, black— heads and whiteheads that appear on the face, neck, chest,

shoulders and back. The condition affects almost everybody at some time, particularly in the late teens and
early twenties

What Causes it?
First of all, acne has nothing whatever to do with unclean living or personal habits. A tendency to acne is

usually an inherited characteristic. The causes have not been definitely pinpointed, but here are some of the
aggravating factors:
• a temporary imbalance in the hormone secretions. These hormones produced by the maturing endocrine

glands, are body chemicals which help to determine physical and mental appearance. They are normally
well balanced but increase in quantity and activity during puberty so that the oil glands in the skin tend to
over secrete and become plugged. The hair may also become excessively oily at this time and dandruff
may appear.

• the wrong kind do
• the wrong kind of diet
• a neglected case of dandruff
• emotional upsets
• poor general physical condition
• sluggish bowels
• menstrual upsets - acne is usually worse on the pre-menstrual period
• lack of fresh air and sun (only in moderation, too much sun ages the skin)
• infected teeth or tonsils and other infections.

How do they Happen?
Usually blackheads appear first - caused by over-productive oil glands, which block up the ducts with a

secretion which becomes waxy and then turns dark through surface exposure to the air. Thus you can see that
the blackness of blackheads is not dirt.

As your oil glands continue to produce sebum a pimple is formed. If this becomes infected with bacteria on
your skin a thing called a pustle forms. This is a bad pimple.

If these are not properly treated scarring is caused by actual destruction of skin tissue.



Diagram of blackheads and pimples

Diagram Treatment
The aim of treatment must be:

• to reduce the secretion of the glands
• to remove blackheads and any scaly skin
• to stop local infection developing
• to ensure that the skin has a healthy, rich blood supply.

Drawing of two people in a bath

Skin Care and Hygiene
• Wash the face thoroughly twice a day with soap and warm water, preferably using antiseptic soap.

This is not because the face is particularly dirty, but to try to prevent bacteria which are normally on the
skin from causing acne to become infected.

The important thing is to wash adequately, yet gently enough to avoid irritation or abrasion to the
skin. In other words, don't rub so hard that pimples are scrubbed off. Avoid nicking pimples when
shaving.

• Restrain the desire of squeezing the odd imple in desperation. Some people have got away with it
unscathed and unscarred. Some of them haven't. Its best to avoid it. Because it can push the infection
deeper into the skin and it usually has the charming result of spreading the infection.

• Acne is also helped if dandruff is controlled effectively, and if your hair is long keep if off your face at
night by tying it back.

• Clothes should be kept clean, particularly those in contact with the neck and shoulders.
• If makeup is used, select it with care. Light textured lotions clog the skin less than greasy based

preparations of those in cake form. Always remove all traces of makeup before going to bed. Either soap
and water or an astringent lotion can be used. Destroy all cotton wool or tissues immediately after use. Do
not use powder puffs or other permanent methods of applying makeup. It is better to use a fresh piece of
cotton wool every time.

Diet and General Health
Acne is not a dietary disease. However some people find certain foods make acne worse, particularly

chocolate and fatty foods, too much milky goods and also nuts. These are best avoided.
Its a good idea to eat plenty of fruit, green vegetables and lean meats. Sunshine, fresh air and outdoor

activities are all beneficial. Don't have too many late nights, as adequate sleep is important for good health.

Other Measures
If diet and regular cleaning do not help control your acne, then you should seek medical advice: Do this

before any permanent damage is done. Do not assume that medicines and methods prescribed for a friend will
be the best (or even proper) treatment for you.

The treatment will be necessary will be decided by your doctor. No two treatments are the same and what
works for one person may not necessarily work for another. Antibiotics or other drugs may be helpful, skin
applications, ultraviolet, or if there is deep or severe scarring, dermabrasion — a technique of cosmetic surgery
for removing stars - may be advised. But no matter what treatment is recommended, attention to diet and skin
cleansing are still important - possibly the Most important factors. These things must be continued as long as
there is the tendency to have pimples.

Cooking

Cooking with Alfred
"We are what we eat" is something written by someone which often comes to mind. Perhaps it is not the

whole truth, but there seems little doubt that who we are affects what we eat and what we eat may have much



more of an effect on who we are than is commonly thought. Meat is, at least in the west, the traditional source
of protein, inviolate and unquestioned. The production of meat can be a very wasteful use of resources —
especially where grain is used to [unclear: tatten] animals. We hear much of the effects of malnutrition but
what are the effects of over consumption of protein?

Recently economic factors, and less often I fear, a desire to consume less of the worlds limited resources,
has meant more and more people are looking at alternative protein sources. One that comes immediately to
mind is the bean. Some beans, particularly the soybean are high in protein and when balanced by a grain
produce (eg whole meal bread or rice) provide an exceptionally cheap and nutritionally balanced meal.

It still amazes me that many soybeans have chemicals added to them to make them look and taste like meat
— why not face up to the situation that if we are really thinking about our responsibilities for the world we live
in we will have to try alternatives to meat that look and taste different and learn to enjoy them!

If you are serious about introducing beans as a regular part of your diet you will find a pressure cooker
indispensable. They can cut cooking times from 3 to 4 hours to 40 minutes — with no obvious loss in flavour
or food value. All beans should be soaked overnight (I generally soak all| night and day for an evening meal)
although 8 hours is sufficient). Soybeans should then be cooked in a pot for 3½ hours or pressure cooked 40
minutes. Use same water for cooking that you used for soaking.) Once cooked beans will keep covererd in the
fridge for several days. Beans can be re fried with tomato sauce, and beat tin baked beans any day. They can be
cooked augratin with vegetables and grated cheese on top. Here is one of my favourite recipes.

Sweet and Sour Soybeans (about 4 people)
Things you will need

• 2 cups cooked soybeans (soak and cook 1 cup dry beans in 4 cups water)
• 1 small tin pineapple cubes
• 2 - 3 tomatoes cubed
• 3 - 4 carrots cubed
• 1 large green pepper sliced thinly
• 1 large onion diced
• other vegetables and herbs as available

Sauce ingredients:
• 2 tablespoons flour (wholemeal or rye is best)
• ½ teaspoon ginger
• 1 tablespoon sugar
• 3 tablespoons vinegar
• 3 tablespoons soy sauce.

Combine sauce ingredients by dissolving flour in pineapple juice and then adding other ingredients.
Fry vegetables in a little oil until just tender (add tomatoes at last minute). Add soybeans and [unclear:

pineapp] and fry for about another 2 minutes. Add sauce and stir, cook for a further 2 minutes.
Serve with hot rice to provide complementary protein.

Careers

Finding out about Jobs
Many students quite understandably lack knowledge about specific career area's. What do people actually

do in personnel, journalism, data processing, social work, market research, etc? Are qualifications critically
important? What personal skills are required? How does one go about locating that type of work? Are there any
jobs available?

Information is available to answer these questions. Some of it is quite accessible; some requires more
ingenuity and effort. Obviously employers themselves know, and a phone call inquiring about a specific,
advertised job can be an excellent way of learning more about work. Another way is to start by using the
Careers Advisory Service on campus, with its developing Careers Library.

Any student who has taken the trouble to read the information which an employer has supplied to the
Service, clearly gives a better impression to that employer, in interview.

Talking of interviews, a painless way of gaining interview practice and of meeting with a range of



employers in an informal setting, is through the 'Milk round' — the programme of campus visits by employers,
which commences after the mid-year break and runs through to the August holidays. Full details will appear in
Salient after the Break; in the meantime participating employers are listed below. We are now taking bookings
— any students wishing to meet with employers should call into the Careers Office for fuller details.

The student who approaches an employer in November, and is blithely unaware that the employer visited
campus to conduct interviews in July/August is doing him / herself no favours.

Guesses, assumptions and 'common knowledge' about specific jobs (or about prospects arising from any
degree subject) are a shakey basis on which to make career decisions. There is also the question of timing: it is
no use, for instance, discovering on 21 August that the closing date for Teachers College applications is 20
August.

Think about it. See you at 6 Kelburn Parade?
Roger Bartley,
Careers Advisor.

List of employers recruiting on campus between 9 July & 10 August.
• Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
• Australia and New Zealand Bank
• Australian Mutual Provident Society
• Bank of New South Wales
• Bank of New Zealand
• Barr, Burgess & Stewart
• BP New Zealand Ltd
• Thos. Borthwick & Sons (A/Asia) Ltd
• C. T. Bowring & Burgess Ltd
• Burroughs (NZ) Ltd
• Caltex Oil (NZ) Ltd
• Clarke, Menzies & Co.
• Commercial Bank of Australia
• Computer Services Divison (SSC)
• Cox Arcus & Co
• Databank Systems Ltd
• Department of Education
• Ministry of Energy
• Feltex (NZ) Ltd
• Ford Motor Co of NZ Ltd
• Ministry of Foreign Affairs
• General Motors (NZ) Ltd
• Gilfillan, Morris & Co
• Government Actuary
• Government Audit Office
• Health Department
• Hogg Young Cathie & Co
• Hunt Duthie & Co
• Hutchinson Hull & Co
• IBM (NZ) Ltd
• ICI (NZ) Ltd
• International Computers Ltd
• Inland Revenue Department
• Justice Department
• Department of Labour
• McColloch Butler & Spence
• Markham & Partners
• Mobil Oil (NZ) Ltd
• National Bank of NZ
• National Mutual Life Assurance Co.
• New Zealand Dairy Board
• New Zealand Motor Corp.
• New Zealand Post Office
• New Zealand Railways



• Price Water house
• Reserve Bank of New Zealand
• Shell Oil (NZ) Ltd
• Social Welfare Department
• State Services Commission
• Statistics Department
• Statistics Department (NZ) Ltd
• Todd Motors
• T & G Mutual Life Society Ltd
• Department of Trade and Industry
• Ministry of Transport
• Ministry of Transport. Met Office
• The Treasury
• U.E. B. Industries
• Unilever NZ Ltd
• V.S.A.
• Wellington Education Board
• Wellington Hospital Board
• Wilkinson Wilberfoss
• Winstone Ltd.

REC Centre

Recreation Centre
So what's new at your Centre?
Well, there are a lot of the old faithfuls still going:
And coming after Study Break, will be Beginners Golf; so watch this space for further information, or ask

at Reception.
Weightlifting coaching is available in the Weights Room on Monday, Wednesday and Friday 12 noon until

1 pm.
Yoga for Beginners and Better than Beginners on Tuesdays and Thursdays 1 - 2 is a relaxing 45 minutes at

a decidedly easy pace. Quite a few people are coming to the 12-1 fitness class on Tuesdays and then using the
Yoga session to wind down.

That brings us to the subject of warm-down. Many people have used the Recreation Centre warm-up
procedure most successfully. This has helped them to avoid injuries and to become more supple. If you have
just completed a vigorous work-out, then, to avoid any unpleasant aches and pains, try using the same five
minutes routine as a means of winding-down. The waste products which are left in the muscle after vigorous
activity can be removed by the simple stretching routine. It is thes waste products which cause so many of the
aches and pains after hard exercise.

More on the Exercise for Asthmatics
We have heard from some asthmatics that a bit more information on how and why asthma occurs, and what

kind of exercise, will help. Each week, we will add a few more notes on the subject. Looking at the lungs First;
the bulk of the lungs is made up of elastic spong-like tissue which sucks in and expels air as a sponge does
water. To accomplish the movement of air out and into the lungs, they are alternately squeezed and stretched as
the chest cavity is made smaller or larger by two different forces. Both of these involve the actions of muscles.
One is the movement of the ribs and walls of the chest, the other the raising and lowering of the large
dome-shaped muscle called the diaphragm which separates the abdominal cavity from the chest cavity.

Normally, breathing is automatic, easy and un restricted. In bronchia] asthma, chronic bronchitis and
emphysema there is a narrowing of the air ways in segments of the lungs. This results in increased resistance to
the flow of air both in and out of the lungs. Because of this the body must work harder in emptying and filling
the lungs.

It is common in asthmatic conditions for the lungs to have become over-inflated. They have lost much of
their elasticity and no longer help to fill up the diaphragm. This condition changes the division of work between



the diaphragm and the muscles of the chest. The chest muscles do more and more of the work breathing while
the diaphragm does proportionately less. The chest muscles are not designed to carry the greater [unclear: wor]
load in breathing. Consequently, Recreation Centre programmes are designed to restrengthen or rebuild
inadequate musculature which is present in many asthmatics. Other exercises which are available are related to
breathing While mastering these, you will be able to Irani the mechanics of proper breathing and at the same
time how to relax and use the available oxygen as effectively as possible.

Recreation Centre Quiz No. 8.
After our last competition, where we required the completion of a limerick, no entries suitable for

publication were recieved. Judging by the last Salient, the poets are around, so what about a poem on
Recreation Centre, limited to two verses and starting with the line:' "I wandered lonely aft a Recreation Centre."

Notices

Notice to all Clubs
[unclear: woul] most clubs advertised their existance [unclear: and] in the VUWSA Handbook, halfway

[unclear: thras] the year some of you may feel that you'd [unclear: you] to have another shot at publicising the
[unclear: sort ctivities] you offer members. For this [unclear: alient] will be making space available [unclear: a
v] clubs in each issue to write a brief [unclear: intro] to their club (please no more than a couple [unclear: ed]
words).

[unclear: so if] club wants more members, get your [unclear: er] into gear, your article written and
[unclear: c nto] Salient. They will be published on a [unclear: sis].

[unclear: Womens] Studies Course
[unclear: Mon] 10 - 12 at YWCA Ewan Hall 355 witis [unclear: will] $1.00 per session.
[unclear: urse] begins June 11 and runs till August 13th
[unclear: screens] include Hecate and Mental Health Found-[unclear: eaker]. Topics include physical and

mental [unclear: of] women, women and the law, women [unclear: oyed].
[unclear: come];

[unclear: Lost] or Stolen
[unclear: the] person who so kindly removed a [unclear: n] bag and its contents from the men's [unclear:

g] room at the Recreation Centre last [unclear: Ved-] 16.6.79) please return them to where they [unclear: re]
taken from or ring Tony 893 - 660

[unclear: Rl] Action Song Club
[unclear: very] Monday night
[unclear: nion] Hall.

[unclear: Motorcycle] Club
[unclear: e] Motorcycle Club is attempting to boost [unclear: s mbership] among university students. For

[unclear: who] are unfamiliar with the club, here is a [unclear: outline] of the club history and its aims and
[unclear: ves] The club is 9 years old, and at the [unclear: f] last year had a membership of over 400, [unclear:
in] in average attendance on club night of [unclear: a] 120. As a motorcycling club it is one [unclear: f] biggest
in New Zealand, and enjoys a fine [unclear: tion] throughout the country. Many [unclear: mem] fact live out of
Wellington.

committee of 14 members administers [unclear: tivities], and all aspects of motorcycling [unclear: tered]
for. As well, there is representation [unclear: e] Manfield and Kaitoke Management [unclear: comm] and at the
Annual ACU Conference.

[unclear: r] the off-road riders, land at Kaitoke [unclear: e] available for club members as well as full
[unclear: events]. The club also runs a two-day motor[unclear: g] festival at Manfield in the first week end



unclear: bruary].
[unclear: egular] events are also held locally for [unclear: road-] and regular social events are also

organised, will receive, as a member, a copy of the club letter the "Oily Rag" which is printed month [unclear:
his] features a programme of coming events [unclear: are] unable to attend the club nights. It [unclear: ncludes]
a list of committee members who will [unclear: be] only too happy to assist you in any way [unclear: acl] you
require it.

[unclear: lub] nights are every Tuesday, and are held [unclear: e] Smoking Room, Student Union Building
[unclear: ncing] at 8p.m. This coming week [unclear: in].

[unclear: any] more details: phone 339 771
[unclear: can] Mckee

[unclear: on] Communications Officer

Anti Apartheid Commemoration
Social to commemorate So we to Day.
On July 16, two years ago, 160 Blacks were shot during a demonstration against apartheid. The Wellington

Anti-Apartheid Committee in conjunction with CORSO are organising a social to commemorate the Soweto
massacre.

Anti-Apartheid films and speaker
Come to the Loaves and Fishes (corner of Hill St and Molesworth St).
Saturday 16 July. 7.30 p.m. Bring your own refreshments.

Telethon
Any individuals or groups who would like to get involved in fundraising events, whether with their own

project or to help out on those already planned should contact this office as soon as possible Also available is
information on Telethon and IYC T-Shirts, badges and stickers for sale. Any queries, please don't hesitate to
contact us.
Barry Williams

Telethon Assistant (PH 857-404)

Badminton Club
Club nights : every Friday 6.30 pm - 10.30 pm.
Caters for social, competitive and inter-club players.
Coaching for beginners in June and July.
Interested, contact Jack 720459 (home) 736079 ext 894 (work).

Special Examination Facilities
Students are advised that the University provides special examination facilities for those with physical

disabilities and for others in exceptional circumstances during the midyear examinations. Students who wish to
make use of such facilities should contact the Examinations Officer, Room 108, Robert Stout Building, or a
member of the Student Welfare Service Staff.

Students are advised to read the aegrotat regulations in the University Calendar. If in doubt about whether
to submit an aegrotat application, enquiries should be directed to the Examinations Officer, Liason Officer, or
staff member mentioned above.

N.M. Scoones (Mrs)

Examinations Officer

Women's Action Group Meeting
Thursday June 14th, Lounge 12.00.



All women welcome

Eco Conference and Annual General Meeting
The Environment and Conservation Organisations of New Zealand will be having their General Meeting on

June 29, 30, July 1, starting in the Concert Chamber of the Wellington Town Hall, with a seminar on the
Kapuni Ammonia-Urea Plant Friday 2.15 p.m.

Events include lectures by a variety of environmental expeerts, panel discussions as well, of course as the
social occasions.

Saturday and Sunday morning see the ECO Conference being held at VUW.
The formal Annual General Meeting starts at 1.30 p.m. on Sunday July 1.
The visitor for the Conference is Dr Peter Ellyard from Camberrra.
Got something to buy, sell on give away? Salient's 'classified Ad' columns start next week, only $1 per

column centimetre.

Letters
Drawing of a woman writing with a feather quill

Craw Criticised

Dear Peter,

"We want justice, not order,"! Justice without order is, at least, chaos, at worst, something far more sinister.
Don't worry, I won't mention fascism. I know the rules. It's fine to accuse people of being "Maoist", "Marxist",
or "Communist", even when they're not (ask Phil Sowman, or Peter Edwards if you don't know what I mean)
but Never mention Fascism - we wouldn't want to hurt anyone's feeling now would we?

How does Robin C. Craw know that Peter Beach "does not really know what fascism is all about"? Does
Robin C. Craw? If so, well, come, come, Robin! Don't keep it ail to yourself! Tell us all!

As for "us having enough jargon to cope with" why give us more? e.g. "diap-sorry dialectical imaginations"
(I even have trouble spelling it) also, "Young Hegelian Sword of Righteousness" What about Old Hegel, or has
his sword lost its point — I believe it happens with old age.

I think anyone talking about the "dictatorial decisions of Chairman Steven Underwood" is not really in a
position to discuss someone else's credibility. They can't have much themselves. For the record, a Chairpersons
job is to keep order. It is only through democratic order that democratic justice will be achieved (if that's what
we want). Order is necessary at meetings so that people who want to speak either for or against a motion may.
Or is all this part of some old system that is no longer wanted? Is constantly interrupting speakers and
McCarthyist labelling now to be seen as "one of the clearest examples of participation in democratic (?)
decision-making"?

Obviously we have a different definition of democracy, don't we, Robin? To me the terms "democrat",
"fascist", "communist" are not just "political jargon". I (modest little Pols III student that I am) would be quite
happy to discuss their meanings and difference with anyone, so long as I felt they'd be prepared to listen. Would
you?

To conclude, numbers do not make a democracy. The degree of tolerance shown to those whose views are
different, and the respect shown to those who hold them do.

There is real cause for concern at Victoria University.

Yours,

Tere Scotney.

P.S. As for people being on Exec, "to serve their own political purposes I think Robin is really
exaggerating. VUWSA is hardly on route to Peking, Moscow, or Washington DC. If the people on Exec want
to serve anyone, it's you and me - The Student! Personally, they have my sympathy.



P.S.S. Sorry Robin. "Doktor" is I think a spelling mistake. According to Oxford (and they are generally
quite good at spelling) it's "Doctor" with a "C" not a "K" but Peter Beach hasn't got his Ph. D. That's why his
nickname is "Peter-just-call-me-mister-Beach".

P.S.S.S. Sorry about the pee-esses.

Let's Oppose Discriminatory Fees Imposed on Overseas
Students

Dear Editor,

Obviously enough, the imposition of discriminatory fees on Overseas Students, especially Malaysian
students, is another attack from Mr Muldoon's Government.

In 1976 Muldoon's Government 'generously' cut by 45% the intake of Overseas students. Last year they
tried to take away our "Capping" right as if they could do anything they wanted to; but Government was faced
with criticism and opposition from overseas/kiwi students and public and we regained our "Capping" right after
some concrete actions were taken by students, last year. Now they want to impose the discriminatory fees on
overseas students.....NZ$1,500 (approx. M$3,450, and an average Malaysian income in Malaysia is around
M$200 per month.)

We should not sit back doing nothing to oppose the discriminatory fees to show that we, overseas students
are very generous in giving away our rights. Otherwise, Mr Muldoon will bully his way through. Are we so
easily bullied? Definitely not! We must unite and get organised to oppose the discriminatory fees effectively.

Surely, we still have some weak points, shy to speak out to protect our rights, owing to our background.
But if we don't speak out and protect our rights now; Mr Muldoon will say, "Si-lent? .....No opposition." and
impose the discriminatory fees next year on you and me. Who will suffer then? Ourselves and our families. Our
families have to suffer more just because we do not protect our rights now in New Zealand. Our parents have to
save here and there in order to send us here to study. Imposing the NZ$1,500 discriminatory fees on overseas
students will drive many of our parents into dead end.

It is a serious matter, do something about it. Sign the petition; write letters of protest to NZ Prime Minister
and Ministers; help to distribute the pamphlet; and march with our Malaysian, Singaporean and Kiwi students
on the Action Day (15th June, 1979) to make our grievances known to public.

Let's oppose the discriminatory fees together!

A Malaysian,
J. Wong.

Tees Confuses Wilson

Dear Peter,

I'm confused. Not so very long ago, I was branded as a person doing my utmost to subvert the democratic
processes at Vic, a person determined to sell students down the drain.

Now I read (see the interview with Andrew Tees in the last issue) that I am "doing a good job" on the
Education Fight back campaign. Thanks to Andrew for the compliment, but I haven't changed my spots, you
know. Could our President enlighten me as to why he thinks I have?

Yours in expectation,

Simon Wilson.

A Defense of the Queen's English



Dear Pete,

How are you? I am find. Don't forget to change your underwear regularly. And now for something
differently unusual (I think.)

Once again you have seen fit to publish a letter by that silly bugger with the long numerical name. Well, I
don't really blame you for that, you have to get something to fill up the rag.

But what I do object to is the absolutely English (?) that it uses in its letter. I will not bother to correct it as
you would have to print a bumper edition of Salient to get it all in. Instead I extend the hand of friendship to the
writer of "Take that, you hound." If you would be willing to lake some lessons in the Queen's English I would
be glad to offer my services as tutor, then perhaps we could exchange well-written insults at least.

I really am getting tired of defending my good name in print every time some child of light gets up on its
hind legs and opens its muzzle to prove its cretinism so we'll leave it at mat shall we?

Now for a hit of what makes the world go round. Kathy...........darling (sigh) Oh you little devil you. You
didn't tell me you would do That!!! For a moment I was surprised at your gymnastic audacity, but my mouth
was too full to exclaim at the time. Later on, of course, we were engrossed in other things to remember.

But you certainly do manage yourself well, don't you? O Kathy, my little pearl, my little bublinshka, my
sweet, my love....................... I'm sorry, but the same time same place is just not on I'm afraid. Why not try it on
the cable car ramp over Salamanca Road and see if any one notices? Or better still let's try Parliament steps,
Friday night?

Dying to embrace your scintillating form.

Your love,

Paul.

Prof Lets her Hair Down

Dear Sir,

I'm glad to see that Varsity Lecturers can be human at times. I am of course referring to the recent Pols III
morning lecture taken by our one and only Professor Clark in which she was talking about interbreeding.
Having a struggle for the correct terms she seemed to give up and describe the topic with a very down to earth
"Having it off."

Good on you Prof, it sure makes a change from some of the stoney-faced lectures we get.

Yours in Anticipation,

I. B. Flapworth.

P.S. Always knew you were a goer.

Attack on Tees Attacked

Dear Sir,

Your editorial of May 28 states that fascism is characterised by "measures to stifle opposition by any means
possible". Is this not epitomised by the fact that although Andrew Tees was elected to his position by popular
vote, a small, ruthless group has almost succeeded in ousting him from power against the will of the students
who voted for him?



It has been clear since the outcome of the 1978 elections was known that these dissenters meant to make
trouble for Andrew Tees and the Students' Association ("which is appalling, considering that the decision was
not based on any evidence, but on sheer prejudice").

The five resigned members of the Executive and their cohorts have been the cause of friction that is
crippling the Association; they should be ashamed of their despicable ploy of engaging in "Party" politics, in
what was once a Union.

Muso.

A New View on Education Cuts

The Editor,

Maybe the $ situation would be helped by weeding out the thousands of students who are at universities
because they couldn't think of anything else to do.

Perhaps all these time fillers could go out into the real world for a couple of years, earn a living digging
drains or whatever, and think about among other things) if, then what they want to study and shy, ie. where will
it lead? A B.A. or any other degree in filler subjects is not even a meal ticket any more..........unless you go and
teach others so they can come and get their degrees like that so they can teach others so they can.....................

Fewer students, but who are on the average more highly motivated, would make much better use of what $
there is.

M. Robbie.

Racism in Godzone

Sir,

Don't make a 'Holy Cow' of every issue even as innocent as a haka performed by Auckland students. Where
is our sense of humour, NZ is somber enough as it is! Pakehas like some fun just as much as Maoris and the
latter take the former for a ride plenty too. If ail Irish, Jews etc got upset every time they were the butt of jokes,
we'd soon have WW3 on our necks.

Smile it over boys, take the heat out!

Ioanna Rokcha.

Options for Econ Students

Sir,

I am a little sick of these woolie-woofters maoning about Econ 101. If they really are so keen to know
about Marxist and Institutionalist economics why don't they sit in on stage III lectures when according to Dr
Bertram these topics are covered? If a student is not just at varsity collecting credits, there is nothing to stop
him / her from reading books with alternative views, which I find complement the trad, economics covered in
lectures.

By the way, cynical friends have told me that students are only at varsity because they're too seared of
going out into the real world. Perhaps cynical friends have their own axes to grind?

Karl.



P.S. If the 800 econ 101 students were really keen to know more about their subject a few me more than the
40 (5% of class) would be turning up to the special lectures. May I suggest that if Alternative Economics
lectures were given as optional lectures, only the same 40 would turn up.

What can you Loos?

Sirrah,

Gabrielle the Trumpeter was complaining about the lack of female loos around the Music Department: may
we offer the following suggestions?
• use the bushes in front of Hunter
• don't eat those disgusting health foods whats the point of living longer if you're only going to fart around?
• eat equal quantities of Portland cement and sawdust, washed down by a glass of water
• make the most of your predicament - try playing your trumpet from behind
• if all else fails, don't play the trumpet As a final resort, you could try eating the cafe food. Be warned this

is dangerous - you could either get the runs or terminal constipation.
DRAW YOUR OWN GRAPHIC.

Love and kisses.

Angel Mine,
St. Trew.

A Strange Letter

Dear Sir,

In reply to the missal presented in you fair publication by that demonic and popsicle crazed animal, (if one
can call a bumch of malfunctioning electronic curcuits such as 7244046699230, an animate being) I plea
innocence to all charges.

Let it be herald from all comers of New Zealand, and the South bland too, that twice a day I brush my teeth
with Colgate toothpaste. Furthermore old boy your own ring of confidence is of the wrong type, you must stop
bending over and licking your arse. It is an unsavoury and unsociable habit.

As to the question of my ancestry, your accusations sir are fiendish, you (7244046699230) are a cad and a
bounder. Indeed you, sir, you close relative of the Wangunui computer are no more than my fx Casio
Clockwork Calculator.

Drawing of a head and tape player
Furthermore my father, mu uncles and my 23 male cousins would like to hold a small discussion with you.

You can if you want, beforehand, lie in the path of fourteen big red buses, three Ken-worths and two traffic
officers, the end result will be much the same. Your function buttons will be forced back through your LC's
your l.e.d. display will be darkened and your nicad batteries will be squashed.

"Kill a Clockwork Calculator Now" — my new campaign will swing into action this very day with a free
Casio (ie you) supplied to the first particpants (ie O'Donoghue or myself.) Let the name 7244046 699230 be
forever wiped from the face of the earth. We will dispose of your remains M. Ie Casio down a disused oil well
in Taranaki where they will lie, in torment, corroding for time immemorial. A great festival shall be held on
every anniversary of your entombment with singing, dancing and merrymaking to celebrate freedom from your
accursed battery powered self.
Pax Vobiscum

Paul O'Donoghue may not be all things to all people, he is very probably very little to a lot of people, but
Kathy likes him, and thats all that really matters. I'm just waiting for the little fellow to ask me to act as best
man at the forthcoming nuptials.



Kathy and Paul
Many happy returns for the great day, happiness and many children to gladden your old age.

I remain to everyone, (including Andrew Tees, Debra Montegomery and yourself Peter Beach, but excluding
7244046699230,
B. C. Kelly.

A Poem to OCF

Dear Editor,

Drawing of God taking Adam's rib
I would like to dedicate the following poem especially to my dear friends in the Wellington Overseas

Christian Fellowship:
May 14 saw the coming of $1500 fee crisis Student's anger and protest have turned into actions.
Meeting, petitioning, leafleting, marching.........
The Fightback campaign is on.
Dear friend.
Where have you been all this while?
Your long silence has greatly worried me.
See, the world outside the ivory tower and chapel is undergoing change.
Hear the cry of our brothers and sisters both here and 5,000 miles away.
Are you going to feel sick again? Or are you going to help yourself in helping them?
The world outside needs you.
There is no time for apathy and sorrow -
Mere praying is an escape from reality because there is no pie in the sky.
Come out of your nutshell and join in the fight-back campaign.
Hope to see you soon.

Concern.

This is Not a Response to the SGM

The Editor,

What the hell (ooops, sorry — delete the expletive) was my friendly warning doing under "Mixed
responses to SGM"? Look boyo, I'm not just whistling dixie when I say that I am quite serious about the
imminent arrival of the infamous Spanish Inquisition in your previously peace-loving country.

They have new, subtler methods of torture now to quell the growth of heresy in our increasingly secular
society — things like taxation, strikes, inflation and, of course, that most persuasive all instruments since
chinese water torture —levision. So beware any such innovations for shall be guided by the hand of God, and
the is merciless in his retribution to the sinful.
Yours in earnerst,
The Pope (once more).

Thanks Boss

Honourable Sirs,

Vive le "Salient"!



Yours in admiration,

Big Rob.

P.S. This was a paid political announcement.

Too Many Average Letters

To "Dear Sir",

Recently I have had my eye on your [unclear: pape] devolution, as you may be aware (or not, [unclear:
dep] on whether you read what you print, which [unclear: i] doubtful), and have attempted to contribute the
lowering of its standards. However of [unclear: lats] I have noted a disturbing new trend in the let to the Editor
- a plethora of letters written by dinary or average students. Who are these [unclear: anmous] maniacs driven to
crazed normality? [unclear: W] is average? Can a Varsity student be describe ordinary? What has induced this
sudden rash sameness amongst us? Who cares?

All these are totally irrelevant questions [unclear: th] have nothing to do with real life (what has?),
nevertheless I advise the "Salient" to question closely the ideals of anyone who believes him self to be typical
of everybody else. What's [unclear: w] furthermore, these letters have tried to [unclear: introd] a level of
normality into the "Salient", and [unclear: so] am, as a tireless guardian of the intellectual [unclear: cc] tent of
the "Salient", obliged to remind any rage students" out there that any further [unclear: atte] at letter writing to
this end is likely to result [unclear: i] heir teeth being removed through the back of heads.

"Keep the "Salient" sub-normal!"

Yours in dedication,

Reginald Krutz.

Aha! The Swimming Pool Again

Dear Mr Beach,

I regret to inform you, as I have had to for a number of your predecessors, that the standard of behaviour at
the swimming pool is of shocking nature.

As a member of the local community with great deal of influence on the attitudes of [unclear: man] others,
I obviously do not need to impress [unclear: up] you the urgency with which this matter must dealt, and trust
you will act accordingly.

I will not foist upon you the grisly details, but will only suggest that you ensure that the B.C.A. students of
the university keep well away from my son, particularly the male students. Once again I must warn you of the
can sequences of any failure to heed this warning, as there will not be a second.

Drawing of Adam and Eve

Yours faithfully,

Ian Stephenson.

Shape tomorrow... KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY SECONDARY COME TEACHING TODAY! Meet
Don Crampton and Silvia Kearsley, Teacher Information Officers at a SEMINAR, 5.00 pm-7.00pm Wednesday
July 4, 1979, Cotton Building.

ANGELOS CAFE AFTER EASTER (From April 18th) WE WILL HAVE EVENING MUSIC ON
Wednesdays & Thursdays 6.30p.m. - 9.00p.m. So come along and enjoy the entertainment WHILE YOU EAT



WEDNESDAY — Simon will play guitar and sing for you THURSDAY — Phillip plays classical guitar SEE
YOU THERE! Restoration Cafe Recreation Centre

Weir House — Wet House

Dear Sir,

As a part-time social worker, I always like to practice my analytical power by examing those Interesting
letters in your column. In particular, I will try to deduce the intention and the real nature of the various issues
raised.

Lately, I notice several letters writing about Weir House, So I could not stop asking myself, "What's the
fuss with that place? Shit!" It has been two years now since I first came to VUW and have never come across
any complaints about the other three halls of residence, for instance, in Vic House. Why is this so? Why don't
they try to admit that Wet House is indeed sick and save valuable space in your column. As simple as that.

My conclusion is that, quite a number of the Wet House residents must have been bribed into working with
the chef, the matron, the warden, etc, whoever they are, in an attempt to lure more freshies into the Wet House.
(I have just been informed the financial situation of the house is still in bad shape.) If I am not mistaken, they
must have been paid by the matron , the Wet Association or the cook to write blindfoldedly in the favour of the
Wet House.

Yours faithfully,

James Bond 007.

P.S. Ring 00-747-007 ask for F007 for more information.

God Impotent

Dear Sir,

My bedmate informs me that God (Mr God to you) is most definitely not omnipotent.

Yours,

The Devil.

(But is he omnipresent? - ed.)

Too Many Extremes

Dear Peter,

Drawing of a woman reaching into a man's blazer
It is curious the fascination that writers in Salient, and many people generally, have for the particular model

that has, at the left extreme socialism, and at the right fascism. I think this is naive, because in fact there is very
little difference in the practice of extreme socialism or fascism. Both systems involve the control of the many
by the few in power. Regardless of the proclaimed benefits for the masses, they are both totalitarian systems.

If there is a struggle today, I suggest that is neither against Communism, as some declare, nor, as you
espouse, against Fascism. Rather the struggle must be against totalitarianism in any form or disguise; whether it
be that of Hitler, of Stalin of Mao, or of Muldoon. The only possible means for this struggle can be the



involvement of All in decision-making. To this end the real democracy must see the principle of agreement or
concensus as the ideal to be reached; rather than majority decision or power group decision which serves only
to alienate and divide.

As far as our own Student's Association goes I suspect Robin Craw is right in one thing: the question IS
one of control. There are always people who wish to control others. That is why the system must have sufficient
safeguards built into it to prevent any person or group from gaining control at the expense of others. Such a
system may be slow, even inefficient, but better than our being held at the mercy of a power group.

For this reason the viability of SRC as a decision making body with a quorum of 50 must be brought
seriously into question. Smear tactics and witch-hynting by power groups must not be allowed to obscure this
question. If SRC is to retain it's function, I believe that the quorum must be raised, that the meeting be open to
all students - including part-timers, and most important, that students be made to feel that they have a
responsibility and a need to attend and be part of the decision-making process.

If this cannot be then a more effective method of student representation must be found, and make no
mistake - it Must be found; for we cannot p — reach against anyone 'else's political backyard if we won't clean
up our own.

John Penney.

Sour Grapes

Dear Salient,

Well its Tuesday again and time to have an ego trip by writing to Salient. This week I don't have a helluva
lot to say except that after reading the May 28 issue of Salient and its report on the SGM (that's the meeting you
all turned up to and saved our beloved president from certain destruction by the Warsaw Pact) I'd say we have a
slight case of 'sour grapes' amongst our Salient writers (no offense boys - so don't ban this letter from
publication.)

To Mr R. N. Phillippsss (?) who attempted (unsuccessfully) to publicly admonish me in his letter, in that
same issue of Salient, I say 'blaah'! (excuse the language). By the way R.N. (Royal Navy?) Phillippsss the word
is 'diuretically' not 'diumetically.' How you passed School Cert. English, I'll never know.

Well thanks folks for reading my letter I enjoyed writing it and I've had my ego trip for the day so I'll sign
off now.

Remember to smile!
James Doolittle (A.R.S.E.)

P.S. It means 'Association of Rightist Society Exponents' and not 'Antipodean Rock Sitters Equity' as Mr
Phillippsss libellously claims.

Crusade Against Card-Players

Dear Sir,

I, a seasoned university student, wish to bring to your attention the apathetic attitude of certain people in
this university.

Namely the decrepit degenerate 'students' - and I use the term in its loosest possible sense - who at every
possible moment that they can squeeze out of their so called 'courses', sit on the balcony of the SUB lounge and
play peculiar games involving chips, playing-cards, cigarettes and rosary beads, and take absolutely no interest
in trying to rid the sacred halls of this hallowed university of that most dreaded disease, "Apathy".

These people should be out. Yes, out creating an atmosphere of keen interest in pressing and relevant
problems. When last did one of them lock him/herself in the Rankine Brown toilets for three weeks in protest
against higher taxes on beer, chips and chocolate fish??

Instead they intrude into other students fun and games. Who can forget that SRC meeting where phrases
like "The freedom of the people in Southern Finn-Glang has been violated", were interupted by impassive calls



of 'Three diamonds', and 'Pass'. Does winning a 500's game help free the oppressed millions in the world?
(Then :gain, does it hurt?)

I do not mind them using the balcony nearly all the time, but when you have to produce St. Pats Old Boys
Association membership cards just to get up the steps, it is getting serious.

I also do not mind them tossing the occasional rotten chip over the balcony into the crowds below, but
when they start tossing Rongotai Old Boys and excess females over the side, I start to worry.

Can't these people be put in their place......... (The cemetery is far from filled.) Before they declare the
balcony a Republic.

Yours faithfully,

M. Entell.

Saxby Speaks

Dear Mr Editor,

This letter should not be taken to imply that I regard "Salient" as an honest and fair forum for students,
which it obviously is not. In general, I would prefer not to contribute anything to "Salient" which might
encourage Victoria students to read your magazine. However, I hope I may nuke a couple of points in answer to
your last issue.

I do not apologise for offering some advice to Andrew Tees and his supporters during the course of this
year. I would give similar advice, based on some years of experience as a student at Canterbury and Victoria, to
any student genuinely interested in promoting reform of the undemocratic institutions at Victoria. Foremost
among these must be of course the SRC and your own student newspaper.

For as you well know, the basic contest is between Andrew Tecs and "Salient". Students knew that: that's
why they "seemed to accept them (the leaflets) as gospels". The leaflets told the truth about what's going on
around the Association; hence their overwhelming effect. The Executive motion of no-confidence, moved by
two "Salient" stooges, was a mere side-show. (It is unfortunate that some Exec, members, such as Edwards and
Sowman, got caught in the middle of the dispute but no-one in his right mind could imagine that the leaflets
were aimed at such officers as themselves!).

Tees and his supporters are aware that the "Salient" crew make dangerous enemies. It is my belief that
another one or two Special General Meetings of the intensity of the one just past will be necessary to convince
you and your friends that you have permanently lost the confidence of students.

Trust the people,

P.J. Saxby.

Larceny in the Library

Dear Sir,

Drawing of a dog
Unaccustomed as I am to serious letter writing, I would nevertheless like to take this opportunity to express

my horror and distrust of the seamy individual who, without a thought for the malice of his action, sneaked $55
from the purse of an unknowing girl who innocently left it in her bag in the foyer of the library.

It is this kind of despicable creep, who, with no intellectual capacity, infiltrates the University as if it were
some sort of clique for degenerates, and proceeds to bring students as a whole into disrepute. Remaining the
entire year in an alcoholic stupor without the least attempt to engender a spark of intelligent comprehension into



the dark recesses of his long-forgotten and probably dead brain, he supports his foul-mouthed excesses by
stealing from his fellow students.

You may think that I am stereotyping or that there are sufficient warnings in the foyer not to leave
valuables in bags, but I ask you — should this all be necessary? Look around you, at the average student who
gets by on his bursary, survives ha workload, and sustains himself with a weekly read of his "Salient" - must we
all tolerate the pretence of contemptible thieves who misrepresent themselves as students too? At the moment,
the VUWSA is fighting for our right to a reasonable bursary so that we can survive our years at varsity and
have a chance at moulding society into the shape that we think best fits humanity. Yet meanwhile we allow the
continued growth of a grave social disease within our midst that threatens our credibility and defeats us before
we start. This insidious criminal behaviour of certain morally and socially unscrupulous persons amongst us
must stop!!
Yours in agitation,

A Concerned Contributor.
P.S. If I ever get my hands on the fucking cunt who did this vile deed, I'll gladly tear the sonuv-bitch arse

from ear hole, rip his cock and balls off, ram them down his throat and put the boot into his intestines. So
beware you goddam' shit-head out there lest I pound you into the dust whilst passing water on your
grandmother.

A Collection of Comments

Dear Sir,

I am writing this letter to express my concern on several matters.
• In reply to 'A Malaysian Student.' I agree education is a right but please remember that you are in a

foreign country which doesn't owe you that right to education but rather owes its citizens that right. I am
against the Government charging overseas students a $1500 fee for education. Overseas students' fees
should come out of overseas aid not their own pockets. I also think that this could be the first step towards
all students paying fees and perhaps a loss of the STB.

• What should happen to Boyd Wilson Field is to provide better drainage so that the field is not closed so
often, forcing teams to train in doors.

• Ms Brian Tinsley, I think you are a fool. University education is a right not a privilege. And to say STB is
a gift is a lot of shit. I work damn hard for what little money I get for my STB. If you went to Studass
meetings you might not suggest that your $43 be taken off but rather increased.

• Good luck Andy Tees in your attempt to rule over us. You have my backing and the so-called 'Average
Students'! Don't blow it. If you don't let us down we won't let you down.

• The food in the cafe is nothing but pig fodder. I hope something is done soon. Abo I would like to say to
those 'Ladies' working in the Coffee Bar, don't smoke behind the counter. Me thinks you break Health
Department Regulations. One complaint to the Health Department could change things for you. I don't
like ash and smoke on what I eat. You might but I don't.

This letter was from a concerned Womble.
P.S. I'm the one with hairy legs.
P.S' That was a clue.

The Expert Speaks

Dear Editor,

There are definitely no such things as fascists - especially at Vic.
Yours democratically,
Adolf Hitler
(a typical first year student.)

Now at the LIDO ! EAGERLY AWAITED... HERE AT LAST" The wonder of a "LORD OF THE



RINGS"! the epic fantasy of STAR WARS'! From Ralph Bakshi, master of animation, comes an epic fantasy in
wondrous color. A vision of the world, 10 million years in the future, where Wizards rule the earth. And the
powers of magic prevail in the final battle for world supremacy. 20TH CENTURY FOX PRESENTS Color by
De Luxe daily 5.15 and 8 GA Friday and Saturday 2, 5.15 and 8

Your on-campus bank Bank of New Zealand is now located in the Cotton Building Foyer Moving from the
Hunter Building to our new location allows us more space to give you the best in banking service. Bank of New
Zealand has always been your 'right on campus' bank. As well as being conveniently located, we understand the
money problems students have ... that's why we offer a wide variety of banking services —including student
loans. Better still, we're ready, willing and able to talk over your financial problems with you. You'll be
surprised at what we can do to help. Cheque accounts Savings accounts Free financial advice Nationwide
accounts Travellers cheques Student loans Teller Vanda Perry Teller Chris Lilly Teller Vivianne Paynter
Officer-in-charge Jim Woolf If you're interested in a student loan, call at the BNZ on-campus office and
arrange to see Ray Carman, or phone him direct at BNZ Wellington branch, corner Lambton and Customhouse
Quays, phone 725-099. Bank of New Zealand Here when you need us - on campus Rankine Drown Building
Lecture Block Easterfield Bulding Kelburn Parade


